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 “Farm-to-Fork” and “Seed-to-Plate” are 
catch phrases that resonate deeply here at Seeds of 
Change.  For over 25 years, we have lived the lifestyle of 
planting what we love, nurturing our plants to harvest 
and enjoying the fruits of our labor at our dining tables.

 Our goal is to make this process simple for all. 
We offer the very best quality seeds and tools for a 
good value, so you can start your organic garden with 
confidence. We search far and wide for high quality 
natural fertilizers and pest controls so you can cultivate 
your plants organically. We have a well vetted catalog 
of supplies so you can garden in style and enjoy the 
organic experience to its fullest extent.

 Get out and plant this year and remember to have 
fun, enjoy the experience and have great conversation at 
the dinner table while enjoying home grown goodness.

      Yours in the Garden,
	 	 	 	 	 								Seeds	of	Change
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hopi red dye  TA/R 
This most versatile amaranth is especially prized for 
its tender baby leaves that add a bright fuchsia pink 
accent to fresh salads. The plant matures with deep 
red leaves and stunning flowers that yield nutritious 
black seeds. The Hopi still use it to make red corn 
bread.
3–21 days baby • 70 days to flower • 110 days to seed 
• 4-6 ft. plants
#01804 pack (~250 seeds) $3.49
#07085 bulk (~2,500 seeds) $19.99

BurgundyHopi Red Dye

Amar a n t h
Direct seed shallowly, ½ inch deep, 8-10 seeds per foot, when soil has warmed 
and danger of frost has passed. Keep seedbed evenly moist during germination. 
Harvest young leaves while still tender for salads and cooked greens; cut flowers 
for bouquets; use seeds for gluten free grain.

Veg e t a b l e s

BUrGUNdy TA/R  
This tall variety sports elegant, burgundy flower 
plumes that bear plentiful white seeds preferred for 
grain and flour. The intense reddish purple leaves add 
color and nutrition to salads. Its size and color make 
it a wonderful addition to large gardens.
100–110 days to mature • 6-8 ft. plants
#01296 pack (~250 seeds) $3.49

iMperiAL STAr TA/R  
This is the only artichoke that can be grown almost 
anywhere if you time it right! Each plant will produce 
6-8 rounded, nearly spineless, artichokes in the first 
season on attractive, silvery-blue plants. Steam the 
artichokes to enjoy their nutty, tender flavor.
Perennial in USDA zones 7-10 • 80–90 days to mature • 
4-5 ft. plants
#05679 pack (~30 seeds) $3.49
#06534 bulk (~250 seeds) $19.99

Art i c h o k e
Grows best in cool coastal areas with 
mild winters where they can live up 
to 5 years. In areas with cold winters, 
Imperial Star can be grown as an 
annual. Sow indoors 8 weeks before 
last frost in 2-4” pots, germinating at 
70–80°F. Seedlings should be exposed 
to ~500 hours of temperatures below 
50°F but above freezing to yield in the 
first year. 

Imperial Star
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Bean s
Always direct-seed beans. Plant in late 
spring when danger of frost has passed 
and soils have warmed. Germination 
is best at 70–85°F. Inoculate seed with 
Rhizobium bacteria prior to planting 
to enhance nitrogen availability. Avoid 
water-stress during bloom and pod set.

GREEN BUSH SNAP
MAxiBeL TA  /
This fancy French filet bean is long and slender with 
fabulous flavor and tenderness. Pick the beans when 
pencil thick for your delicious gourmet creations.
50–55 days to mature • 6-7 in. pods • 16-20 in. plants
#07449 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

Maxibel

BLUe LAKe TA /
Highly regarded for exceptional taste and tenderness, 
this 1961 All-America Selections winner remains 
widely popular for its high yields of sweet, round, 
stringless beans on vigorous plants. The meaty 
texture makes them a great choice for canning and 
freezing.
55–60 days to mature • 6–7 in. pods • 15-18 in. 
plants
#01479 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

Bountiful Stringless

BoUNTifUL STriNGLeSS TA  /
HEIRLOOM This heirloom, semi-vining bush variety is 
reliable in yielding straight, slightly flat beans that are 
great fresh, steamed or frozen.
50–60 days to mature • 6–7 in. pods • 18-24 in. 
plants
#01002 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49
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roSe creeK BeAUTy TA  /  
RARE  These delicious green beans can be eaten fresh 
or shelled throughout the summer. When dried, the 
stunning cream and maroon splashed beans can be 
used to make excellent bean soups to get you through 
the winter.
55–60 days to mature • 5–6 in. pods • 16-20 in. 
plants
#07596 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

Beurre de Roquencourt

Pole Beans & Half-Runners

ScArLeT eMperor TA  /
HEIRLOOM This classic runner bean produces loads 
of stringless, fleshy pods full of big, savory, purple-
and-black mottled “jewelry beans” delicious eaten 
as a snap bean, fresh shelled or dried. The vigorous 
climbing vines with bright scarlet flowers attract bees 
and hummingbirds.
90-95 days to mature • 7-9 in. pods • 6–10 ft. vines 
• 1 in. beans
#01540 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49
#07089 bulk (~500 seeds) $19.99

Purple Rose

Rose creek Beauty

Colorful Bush Snap Beans

BeUrre de roqUeNcoUrT TA  /
HEIRLOOM This heirloom yellow wax bean from 
France produces an abundance of tender, flavorful, 
stringless beans the color of butter to add a delicious 
gourmet flair to your meals.
50–55 days to mature • 5–6 in. pods • 16-20 in. 
plants
#07326 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

pUrpLe roSe TA  /  
RARE  The shiny, dark purple bean pods of Purple 
Rose are slightly short at about 4 inches long, but are 
packed with flavor. The high yielding plants have a 
slight vining appearance, but do not need trellising.
55–60 days to mature • 3½–4½ in. pods • 16-20 in. 
plants
#07597 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

Dry Soup Bush Beans
GreAT NorTherN TA  /
Tradi T ional  •  HE irlooM  This pure white, kidney-
shaped bean is widely used for making flavorful baked 
beans and delicious soups. This productive, early 
maturing bush bean cooks quick and easy. Originally 
obtained from Northwest Native Americans, this 
variety is well adapted to short season climates or 
early plantings in the south.
85 days to mature • 20-24 inch plants
#08113 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

ToNGUe of fire TA  /
HEIRLOOM This delicious “borlotto” or “cranberry” 
bush bean from Italy has gorgeous pink-splashed 
pods filled with plump meaty beans. Enjoy them 
freshly shelled or dried for soup. Color fades when 
cooked.
75 days to mature • 15-18 inch plants • 6-8 inch pods
#07886 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

Scarlet Emperor

Great Northern

Tongue of Fire
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red MexicAN TA  /
HEIRLOOM This premium, prolific red-brown dry 
bean is outstanding for baking and canning because 
it holds its shape and texture without becoming 
soggy. This bean has been a prized variety since its 
introduction in California in 1855.
85–100 days to mature • 12-15 in. plants
#01548 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

TiGer'S eye TA  /
HEIRLOOM This gorgeous heirloom dry bean is orange 
with maroon swirls. The flavor is similar to pinto 
beans, but creamier. Use for refried beans, dips, 
soups, stews and baking.
85-95 days to mature • 36-42 in. plants
#07526 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

pAiNT dry TA  /
A drought tolerant white bean with three distinct 
yellow eye patterns that is excellent for baking or 
soups. This is eastern Washington’s version of the 
Yellow Eye bean from New England. It is also popular 
for making jewelry.
100-110 days to mature • 16-20 in. plants
#04456 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

MiTLA BLAcK TepAry TA  /
RARE  An exceptionally flavorful variety from Oaxaca, 
Mexico that produces small black beans with a 
nutty-sweet flavor and creamy texture. These quick-
cooking beans have higher protein, nutrient and fiber 
content than standard dry beans and produce well 
under drought stress.
60-90 days to mature • 24-36 in. plants
#01282 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49
#06544 bulk (~500 seeds) $19.99

hUTTeriTe TA  /
HEIRLOOM The distinctive light green beans of this 
Austrian heirloom cook fast, saving time and energy. 
Known for their delicate, buttery flavor, they make 
delicious, creamy soups and chowders. The plants are 
high yielding and early maturing.
75–85 days to mature • 6–7 in. pods • 24-36 in. 
plants
#01267 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

Tiger’s Eye

Paint Dry

Mitla Black Tepary

Red Mexican

Hutterite

ShirAZ TALL Top HB  /
The lush, fast growing tops of this dual-purpose beet 
can be selectively cut for salads and steaming even 
before the roots are ready to harvest. The sweet, dark 
red roots are incredibly smooth due to their disease 
resistance. Our best beet for roasting, boiling or 
canning.
55–60 days to mature • 3–4 in. roots • 16-18 in. 
plants 
#05182 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

Bee t s
Beets are most commonly direct seeded, 
but may be transplanted. Direct seed 
beginning in early spring, 2-3 weeks 
before the last frost, and succession 
plant every two weeks throughout the 
growing season for a continuous supply. 
Keep evenly watered until maturity for 
the best quality roots.

Shiraz Tall Top
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Colorful Beet Mix

coLorfUL BeeT Mix HB  /
A rainbow mix of all our favorite beets including 
sweet deep red, golden, and candy striped roots 
topped by nutritious bright green, dark green with 
red ribs, and dark red foliage. Includes Detroit Dark 
Red, Chioggia, Bull’s Blood and Golden Beets.
55–65 days to mature • 3–6 in. roots • 12-18 in. 
plants
#06066 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49
#06547 bulk (~1,500 seeds) $19.99

proNTo HB  /
Hardy biennial 8-12” tops, 3-4” roots. A true classic 
that is quick to grow and produces delicious, tender, 
burgundy red beets with fantastic tops. This beet 
keeps its perfectly uniform size in the garden for an 
extended harvest.
50–60 days to mature • 3–4 in. roots • 8-12 in tops
#05093 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

Pronto

ALvro MoNo HB  /
A smooth skinned beet with deep, solid red flesh 
and tender green tops. This uniform variety matures 
slightly earlier and develops a single root for easier 
more precise seeding, reducing thinning.
55–65 days to mature • 2–4 in. roots • 8-12 in tops
#06010 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49
#06546 bulk (~1,500 seeds) $19.99

chioGGiA HB  /
HEIRLOOM The sweetest and mildest of beets when 
cooked, this Italian heirloom reveals a red-and-white 
bull’s eye pattern when sliced and looks especially 
festive grated for salad.
55–65 days to mature • 2–4 in. roots • 8-12 in. tops
#07411 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

Chioggia

Alvro Mono

ToUchSToNe GoLd HB  /
These golden beet roots with a sweet flavor milder 
than red beets are popular at farm and specialty 
markets. The bright green tops with yellow stems 
look nice in salads.
55–65 days to mature • 2–4 in. roots • 8-12 in. tops
#07602 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

Touchstone Gold
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NUTri-BUd HA  /
This tender, delicious, early maturing broccoli is 
unusually high in free glutamine, a building block of 
protein and an important healing nutrient. The large 
central heads are followed by abundant side shoots 
on these productive, sturdy plants developed by Alan 
Kapuler, one of our founders.
55–70 days to mature • 6–8 in. heads • 16–20 in. 
plants
#01787 pack (~100 seeds) $3.49

eArLy GreeN  HA  /
This early, short season variety yields large, tight 
heads that mature over a two week period and are 
followed by succulent side shoots that extend the 
harvest period even longer. Plant in early spring or 
fall to enjoy the flavorful florets fresh, steamed or 
stir-fried.
60-70 days to mature • 5-7 in. heads • 16-20 in. 
plants
#01525 pack (~100 seeds) $3.49

Bro c c o l i
Broccoli may be direct seeded or 
transplanted. Direct-seed when 
outdoor temperatures are above 50°F 
(optimum 60–65°F). Harvest broccoli 
and side shoots when buds are still 
small and tightly closed. After you 
harvest the main central head, tender 
side shoots will follow for an extended 
harvest.

Nutri-Bud

Early Green

BeLSTAr f1 HA  /
Our most reliable, widely adapted hybrid broccoli, 
suitable for spring, summer and fall planting seasons. 
The tender, tasty, dark blue-green domed heads are 
perfect for all uses and the prolific side shoots that 
follow allow for ample second cuttings.
65–70 days to mature • 6–8 in. heads • 18–20 in. 
plants
#05863 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

fieSTA f1 HA  /
A tasty and nutritious hybrid with tall, dark, blue-
green domed heads on medium compact plants. This 
impressive variety is suitable for summer and fall 
harvesting and has proven disease resistance.
65–70 days to mature • 6–7 in. heads • 18-20 in. plant
#05864 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

Belstar F1

Fiesta F1

SpriNG rAAB HA  /
Broccoli, turnip, and radish flavors harmonize in this 
fast growing, cool weather crop that is best eaten raw 
in salads or lightly sautéed in olive oil. A prized spring 
treat in Italy, the stems form small buds surrounded 
by tender young leaves that are all delicious.
40–60 days to mature • 1-2 in. florets • 12 in. plants
#05392 pack (~100 seeds) $3.49

SANTee SproUTiNG f1 HA  /
This unique variety has burgundy red florets that are 
great on fresh vegetable platters or in stir-fries. Ideal 
for mild winter climates (down to 18°F), plant Santee 
in mid-summer to harvest an abundance of small, 
sweet spears from late winter into spring.
72-115 days to mature • 1-2 in. florets • 18-24 in. 
plants
#05925 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Spring Raab

Santee Sprouting F1
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Green
fAMoSA f1 HB /
The puckered leaves of this savoyed green cabbage 
make a light, fluffy cole slaw that holds the dressing 
well. The dark green outer leaves protect the tender, 
yellow-tinted heart that is great for making crispy 
salads or sauerkraut.
70–75 days to mature • 4–5 lb. heads
#05763 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

Red
red Acre HB  /
An early red cabbage that produces dense, deep 
purple, small round heads great for colorful slaws, 
salads, and cooking. It won’t split when planted in 
the spring, and is one of the best cabbages for winter 
storage when planted in the late summer for fall 
harvest.
70-75 days to mature • 2-4 lb. heads
#05749 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

Cab b a g e
Cabbage is best started indoors and 
transplanted, but may also be direct 
seeded. Ideal soil temperature for 
germination is between 65-75°F. 
Harvest cabbage when heads are 
relatively young and firm.

Famosa F1

Red Acre China Choy

Chinese
BiLKo f1 HB /
The crispy, sweet and tangy, golden blanched leaves 
of this Napa type Chinese cabbage are great fresh, 
cooked or pickled for kimchee. This barrel-shaped 
variety matures later than Nikko but is bigger and 
has more disease resistance. Plant for summer and 
fall harvest.
65–70 days to mature • 12 in. x 5 in. heads
#05869 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

NiKKo f1 HB /
An early maturing hybrid, this delicious Napa type 
cabbage is suitable for summer and fall harvest. 
The dark-green, compact plants have an extended 
growing season and are resistant to disease.
50-60 days to mature • 11 in. x 5 in. heads
#05762 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

Bilko F1

chiNA choy HB /
A stir-fry staple, this variety of pak choi has succulent 
thick white stalks and rounded dark green leaves that 
form a loose, upright rosette. Use like celery or for 
nutritious greens. This cool season crop does best 
when planted in early spring or late summer.
45 days to mature • 14-18 in. stalks
#01505 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

Nikko F1

Nikko F1
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Garden Carrot Mix Napoli F1

Red Core Chantenay

Ca r r o t s
Always direct seed carrots. Seed from 
early spring through summer, sowing 
fall carrots 80–90 days prior to the first 
fall frost date. In mild winter areas, 
carrots can remain in the ground and 
be harvested as needed. 

GArdeN cArroT Mix 
HB   /
The best fresh eating orange carrots can be grown 
from this widely adapted mix of crispy, sweet, 
cylindrical Nantes-type and long elegant Imperator 
varieties. Deep, loose soil is needed to grow these 
long beauties. Kids love ‘em!
75 days to mature • 6–12 in. roots
#06067 pack (~400 seeds) $3.49

red core chANTeNAy HB  /
HEIRLOOM  Repeatedly rated the best tasting of all 
carrots in our field trials for its sweet and complex 
flavor, this classic orange Chantenay strain has broad 
shoulders and smooth sides that taper to a blunt tip. 
A favorite since 1929, Red Core keeps all winter in 
the root cellar.
65–75 days to mature • 5–7 in. roots
#01457 pack (~400 seeds) $3.49
#06561 bulk (~4,000 seeds) $19.99

Colors
coLorfUL cArroT Mix HB  /
Enjoy the fun and convenience of this mix of our 
favorite colored carrots for a surprising and beautiful 
harvest with a range of savory and sweet flavors. 
Contains orange, purple, yellow and white varieties.
70–85 days to mature • 8-10 in. roots
#06993 pack (~400 seeds) $3.49

Colorful Carrot Mix

yAyA f1 HB  /
Yaya is widely held to be one of the best tasting sweet 
Nantes carrots for all seasons. This early, hybrid carrot 
is bright orange with the classic cylindrical shape, 
blunt tip, and sweetness characteristic of Nantes type 
varieties. Strong tops make them easy to pull.
50–55 days to mature • 6 in. roots • 12 in. tops
#05868 pack (~400 seeds) $3.49
#06564 bulk (~4,000 seeds) $19.99

NApoLi f1 HB   /
Very early, full sized hybrid carrot with beautiful, 
bright orange roots and strong, dark green tops. 
This is the best variety for planting in August and 
harvesting super-sweet, frost-kissed carrots through 
the fall and winter. Grow in cold frames to maintain 
access in the snow.
55–60 days to mature • 7–8 in. roots • 10-12 in. tops
#05866 pack (~400 seeds) $3.49
#06560 bulk (~4,000 seeds) $19.99

Yaya F1
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Ce l e r y
Celery is generally started indoors 10-
12 weeks before transplanting because 
it takes a long time to germinate and 
grow seedlings large enough to plant. 
Transplant outdoors after the last spring 
frost when weather is warm and settled, 
NOTE: Exposure of young seedlings to 
temps below 55°F over a few days can 
cause premature bolting. Harden plants 
by reducing water, NOT temperature, 
shortly before transplanting.

Tango

Red Venture

TANGo HB  /
Each smooth stalk of this early, productive celery is 
especially tender, sweet, and never stringy. Tango 
does well in most U.S. locations, while it excels 
in northern latitudes. Cut individual stalks for an 
extended harvest or at the base to harvest the whole 
plant.
80–85 days to mature • 18–20 in. stalks • Requires 
abundant water
#05962 pack (~100 seeds) $3.49

WhiTe SATiN f1 HB  /
This beautiful, ivory white carrot has good, complex 
flavor and crisp texture for fresh eating or cooking. 
The long roots of this Nantes/Imperator type carrot 
have blunt tips and strong tops for easy harvesting. 
Mix it with other colors for a rainbow effect.
70–75 days to mature • 8-9 in. roots
#06037 pack (~400 seeds) $3.49

White Satin F1

Cha r d
Chard is most commonly direct seeded, 
but may be transplanted. Direct seed 
beginning on the last spring frost date. 
Ideal soil temperature for germination 
is 65-75°F. Be careful not to disturb 
the roots when transplanting. Harvest 
chard continuously a few leaves at a 
time starting at the bottom of the plant 
while the leaves are tender.

fordhooK HB  /
This classic Swiss chard has medium green, savoyed 
leaves accented with white veins on broad white 
stems. The healthy greens have a hearty spinach 
flavor and are delicious steamed or sautéed. This 
easy-to-grow crop tolerates summer heat as well as 
cooler fall temperatures.
50–55 days to mature • 16–18 in. leaves
#05927 pack (~100 seeds) $3.49
#06569 bulk (~1,000 seeds) $19.99

Fordhook

red veNTUre HB  /
Deep red stems with bright green leaves make this 
beautifully unusual variety stand out. The productive 
plants have succulent red stalks with real celery flavor 
that are much more tender and juicy than other red 
varieties. Stalks retain their color when cooked.
100–110 days to mature • 16–20 in. stalks
#05768 pack (~100 seeds) $3.49

Dragon

drAGoN HB  /
A strikingly beautiful and refined carrot with deep 
reddish-purple skin, orange interior and yellow core 
that looks great sliced up and arranged on the plate 
or shredded into salads. The complex, slightly spicy 
and sweet flavor is especially good cooked or roasted.
70–90 days to mature • 6–8 in. roots
#05365 pack (~400 seeds) $3.49
#06559 bulk (~4,000 seeds) $19.99
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Ch i c o r y
Chicories can be direct seeded or transplanted. Optimum germination occurs 
at soil temperatures from 60–70°F, but seeds will germinate as low as 45°F. 
Gradually thin to one plant every 10-12 inches, eating the thinnings. Chicories 
are a diverse group of leafy salad greens with a pleasant, mildly bitter flavor. 
They add contrasting colors, flavors and textures to fresh salads; can be grilled 
or braised.

Endive & Escarole
TrÈS fiN MArAîchÈre HB/R  /
(friSÉe) 
HEIRLOOM This classic French frisée endive forms a 
heart of finely cut, frilly leaves that are mildly bitter 
and deliciously crispy in gourmet salad mixes. Tie the 
heads closed one week before harvest to blanch the 
center to a creamy white color. Plant for spring or fall 
harvest for best results.
45–60 days to mature • 8–12 in. heads
#01151 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

BeLLeSqUe HB/R  /
This curly endive produces ruffled rosettes of broad 
green leaves with sweet white midribs that are great 
in European style salads, soups and pasta dishes. Best 
harvested in fall or overwintered in mild climates for 
early spring harvest. It can also be grown like baby 
leaf salad mix.
45–60 days to mature • 10–16 in. heads
#05091 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

eroS HB/R  /
The broad green leaves of this early escarole blanch to a 
creamy yellow at the heart with succulent white midribs 
and can be grown from summer to fall. The mildly 
bitter leaves are delicious in Italian white bean soups, 
braised in olive oil or chopped for crispy fresh salads.
45–50 days to mature • 8–12 in. heads
#05701 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

Italian Dandelion
Radicchio

LeoNArdo HB/R  /
This widely adapted radicchio is the best variety to use 
to get nice solid heads throughout spring, summer and 
fall. The large round heads are red with white veins, 
with a mildly bitter flavor. Drizzle with olive oil and 
grill or use as a gorgeous salad ingredient.
65-125 days to mature • 5-6 in. heads
#05730 pack (~75 seeds) $3.49

Trés Fin Maraîchére

Bellesque

Eros

Leonardo

Ch i a
A highly nutritious plant and seed in the 
sage family, Chia microgreens can be 
grown indoors year round for a nutritious 
addition to salads. Fill a shallow tray with 
½ inch of sterile sowing medium. Sow 
seeds thickly on the surface and keep 
moist. Grow in indirect light. Harvest in 
12-14 days. 

chiA HB  /
Grow your own superfood! Chia microgreens are 
slightly spicy and packed with nutrition. In mild 
regions with long growing seasons, the blue-flowered 
plants can be grown to full size for harvesting your 
own Chia seeds. When mixed with water, the seeds of 
chia make an edible gel prized as an energy booster. 
See our Grow Guide for details at seedsofchange.com.
12-14 days for microgreens • 120 days to seed • 3-4 ft. plant
#07957 pack (~3,500 seeds) $3.49

Chia

Start with a Seed, 
end with a meal. 

Purchase at seedsofchange.com 
or at your favorite grocer. 

Try our best-selling line of 
Ready-to-Heat rice products. 
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Co r n
Corn is most commonly direct seeded, 
but can also be started in cell trays 
indoors for better germination and an 
earlier crop. Corn seed will rot in cool 
soil, so wait until soil temperatures 
reach 60-65°F before direct seeding. 
Ideal soil temperature for germination 
is 75-85°F. Harvest when the silks are 
dried brown and the ears feel plump to 
the tip.

Sweet Corn
GoLdeN BANTAM TA  
HEIRLOOM Two or more slender ears with 8 rows 
of deep, broad golden kernels bursting with old 
fashioned corn flavor are produced on each plant 
of this home garden favorite. This early maturing 
heirloom succeeds even in short seasons and is best 
eaten on the day of harvest.
75-80 days to mature • 5-6 ft. plant • 7-8 in. ears
#06079 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49
#07101 bulk (~500 seeds) $19.99

hooKerS TA  
HEIRLOOM This early heirloom sweet corn produces 
small, flavorful white ears on short plants adapted to 
mild northern and coastal summer climates. If left to 
mature past the sweet eating stage, the kernels turn 
dark purple for beautiful fall decorations.
60-70 days to mature • 4-5 ft. tall • 5-6 in. ears
#01018 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49
#06571 bulk (~500 seeds) $19.99

Golden Bantam

Hookers

Wachichu Flint

Parching
SUpAi red pArch TA  
RARE  Dry roast the fully dried ears or kernels of 
this exceptional parching corn in a skillet to enjoy 
the nutty, richly sweet flavor of this traditional 
southwestern snack, often accented with chile lime 
salt! The soft, chewy red kernels have a distinctive 
golden starburst pattern.
105-115 days to mature • 6-7 ft. tall • 8-10 in. ears
#01578 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49
#07104 bulk (~500 seeds) $19.99

Flour & Ornamental
WAchichU fLiNT TA  
HEIRLOOM The long slender ears of this vigorous 
flint corn display a spectacular range of colors and 
patterns for ornamental use. The kernels have a hard, 
translucent seed coat and can be ground into a hearty 
corn meal.
80-85 days to mature • 4-5 ft. tall • 6 in. ears
#04996 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49
#07105 bulk (~500 seeds) $19.99

Supai Red Parch

Co l l a r d s
Both heat and cold tolerant, collards 
are a staple crop that can be grown 
year-round in the South, although 
the flavor is sweeter in the cooler 
months. Collards may be direct seeded 
or transplanted. Direct-seed when 
outdoor temperatures are above 50°F 
(ideally 60–65°F). Harvest collards 
continuously a few leaves at a time 
starting at the bottom of the plant - 
while the leaves are still young and 
healthy.

Collard Greens

Vates Champion

coLLArd GreeNS HB  /
Tender, mild-flavored, blue-green collard leaves are full 
of vitamins and cancer-preventing compounds. Both 
heat tolerant and frost hardy, the flavor grows sweeter 
with fall frosts. Slow cook with ham hock and please 
pass the corn bread!
65-80 days to mature • 3 feet tall
#06070 pack (~100 seeds) $3.49
#07100 bulk (~1,000 seeds) $19.99

vATeS chAMpioN HB  /
Earlier than our standard Collard, this robust variety 
has slick, crumpled, dark blue-green, nutritious 
leaves that taste sweeter after a few fall frosts. 
Tolerant of both hot and cold temperature extremes, 
it can be grown through the summer and thrives in 
cool weather.
70 days to mature • 3 feet tall
#05694 pack (~100 seeds) $3.49
#06570 bulk (~1,000 seeds) $19.99
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Cuc um b e r s
Cucumbers are almost always direct 
seeded, but can also be started indoors. 
Direct seed when soil temperatures 
reach 65–70°F and all danger of 
frost has passed. Cucumbers do not 
like having their roots disturbed, so 
transplant outside carefully after all 
danger of frost has passed and weather 
is warm and settled. Asian varieties 
must be trellised to produce straight 
fruit.

Pickling
AdAM f1 TA  /
These small, gherkin-style cucumbers have an even, 
cylindrical shape, thin, bumpy dark green skin and 
dense fruit to make nice crispy pickles. The high 
yielding, disease resistant plants set fruit without 
pollination, perfect for growing in greenhouses or in 
urban areas lacking bees.
50–55 days to mature • 2–4 in. fruit
#05893 pack (~10 seeds) $3.49

SUMTer TA  /
Perfect for pickling, this disease resistant cucumber 
produces blocky, slightly tapered, medium green 
fruit with white spines. Widely adapted for growing 
in both northern and southern states.
55-60 days to mature • 2-4 in. fruit
#06076 pack (~55 seeds) $3.49
#07107 bulk (~550 seeds) $19.99

Sumter

Slicers
SWeeT MArKeTMore TA  /
This rightly popular variety is a consistent producer 
of delicious, mildly sweet cucumbers with dark 
green, protective skin. The plants are highly disease-
resistant and produce over a long season in hot or 
cool weather. A selection from Marketmore 76.
60–65 days to mature • 6–8 in. fruit • 4-6 ft. vines
#01024 pack (~55 seeds) $3.49

BUSh chAMpioN TA  /
CONTAINER Abundant and flavorful bright green 
slicing cucumbers are produced over a long harvest 
season on compact, virus resistant plants, making 
this variety a great choice for small gardens or 
growing in containers.
60–70 days to mature • 8-10 in. fruit
#01021 pack (~55 seeds) $3.49

Sweet Marketmore

Bush ChampionDakota Black

MANdAN red TA  
HEIRLOOM This versatile flour corn from the Mandan 
Indians of the North Central Plains area, can be eaten 
like sweet corn when the kernels are pale yellow and 
milky. Once the kernels mature to a deep red and dry 
they are good for parching and easy to grind into 
corn flour for breads.
80-85 days to mature • 4-5 ft. tall • 6 in. ears
#01455 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49
#07103 bulk (~500 seeds) $19.99

Popcorn
dAKoTA BLAcK TA  
RARE  A truly unique, long maturing popcorn with 
nearly black, pointed seeds that make delicious white 
popcorn with black centers. This variety must dry 
fully in the field for maximum popping.
95–105 days to mature • 4–6 ft. tall
#05094 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

Mandan Red
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Eggp l a n t
Eggplant thrives in hot, humid climates. 
It is a cold sensitive, heat loving crop 
and requires a long, warm growing 
season for successful production. A 
heavy feeder, it is best grown on fertile, 
sandy-loam soils with a pH of 6–6.8. 
Harvest by cutting from the plant when 
fruits have developed color, but are still 
firm to the touch and glossy. Eggplant 
can be baked, roasted, pickled, mashed 
or dried.

Japanese Pickling

JApANeSe picKLiNG TA  
Sweet, mild flavored and exceptionally tender, these 
slender, slightly curved, vibrant purple eggplants 
are great for quick stir-fries and pickling. The early 
maturing plants reward even cool climate gardeners 
with an abundant harvest.
70-75 days to mature • 10-16 in. long • 1-2 in. 
diameter fruit
#01257 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

LiTTLe fiNGerS TA  
These small, slender eggplants have glossy black skin 
and mild, delicate flavor. They are ideal for cooking 
quickly in a stir fry, and produce an early, prolific 
crop.
60-70 days to mature • 22-26 in. plant • 4-6 in. fruit
#07476 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

SABer f1 TA  /
Vigorous vines produce sweet, juicy, dark green, 
cylindrical cucumbers ideal for salads and 
sandwiches. The early, high yielding, disease resistant 
plants set fruit without pollination, so can be grown 
in closed greenhouses or in urban areas lacking bees.
45–55 days to mature • 7–9 in. fruit
#05882 pack (~10 seeds) $3.49
#06577 bulk (~100 seeds) $19.99

AKiTo f1 TA  /
This main season slicing cucumber produces loads 
of straight, uniform, dark green fruit with sweet 
flavor and crisp texture. The disease resistant plants 
are steady producers for a long summer of satisfying 
salads.
50–60 days to mature • 6–8 in. fruit
#05883 pack (~10 seeds) $3.49
#07108 bulk (~100 seeds) $19.99

Akito F1

Platinum

Lemon

Specialty
pLATiNUM TA  /
This improved, white-skinned cucumber from 
Cornell University has gotten rave reviews for its 
sweet, mild flavor and crispy texture from our test 
farms around the country. The healthy vines produce 
an abundance of pale green to white cucumbers for 
slicing and salads.
65 days to mature • 3-5 ft. vines • 5-7 in. fruit
#07888 pack (~55 seeds) $3.49 

LeMoN TA  /
HEIRLOOM This heirloom cucumber looks like a 
lemon and can be eaten like an apple! Thin, tender 
skins and sweet, juicy white flesh make them a joy to 
eat and a garden favorite.
60-70 days to mature • 3-5 foot vines • 2-3 in. fruit
#07272 pack (~55 seeds) $3.49

pAiNTed SerpeNT TA  /
A beautiful variation on the traditional Armenian 
cucumber, Painted Serpent has slightly ridged, 
alternating dark and light green stripes adorning 
the large, curved fruits. The thin skin does not need 
to be peeled and looks and tastes fabulous in fresh 
salads. It’s crispy texture and extra sweet flavor is 
reminiscent of its close relative, the honeydew melon. 
The plants thrive in hot weather.
60-70 days to mature • 12-18 in. fruit
#08142 pack (~55 seeds) $3.49

Painted Serpent Little Fingers

Saber F1
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Cressida

Gou rm e t 
Gr e e n s

Lettuces and greens are cool season 
crops and grow best at 60–70°F, 
but can be planted starting in early 
spring when daytime temperatures 
are above 50°F. Plant small sections 
every three weeks for continuous 
harvests. Clear cut leaves about an 
inch above the growing point to allow 
for even regrowth. Regrows a few 
times depending on the season.
ArUGULA (roqUeTTe) HA/R  /  
HEIRLOOM This essential salad green produces nutty, 
slightly bitter flavored, deeply lobed leaves that get 
spicy as they get older. Arugula adds zest to salad 
mixes, or try using it instead of basil to make a savory 
pesto with sweet almonds for pasta or appetizers.
35–45 days to mature • 3–6 in. leaves
#01028 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49
#06535 bulk (~5,000 seeds) $19.99

creSSidA HA/R  /  
This curly leaved cress is also known as ‘peppergrass’ 
due to its mildly spicy flavor. Grow it indoors like 
microgreens or in the garden in spring and fall. It 
makes a zesty addition to fresh salads, or can be used 
as a garnish.
20 days to mature • 3–8 in. leaves
#05696 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

Arugula

Rosa Bianca

Louisiana Long GreenImperial Black Beauty

viTToriA TA  
An early maturing and productive eggplant, Vittoria 
produces gorgeous, purple black, tear-drop shaped 
fruits with mild flavor and firm texture. Great for 
grilling or pan frying.
65-75 days to mature • 30-36 in. plants • 2-3 in. 
diameter fruit
#05776 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

iMperiAL BLAcK BeAUTy TA  
HEIRLOOM  The plump, slightly lobed, rich flavored 
fruits of this heirloom are a beautiful, shiny purple 
black and are typically used for making Eggplant 
Parmesan. Still popular since its introduction in 
1910.
80–85 days to mature • 24-30 in. plants • 4-5 in. 
diameter fruit
#01660 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49
#07109 bulk (~200 seeds) $19.99

roSA BiANcA TA  
HEIRLOOM  A gorgeous white-and-pink blushed, Italian 
heirloom variety with a delicate, mild flavor, creamy 
consistency, and no bitterness. Considered one of 
the best for all uses by gourmets and gardeners alike, 
fruits can grow to the size of footballs in hot climates.
80–90 days to mature • 4–6 in. long • 4–5 in. 
diameter fruit
#01543 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

LoUiSiANA LoNG GreeN TA  
HEIRLOOM  The mildly sweet, elongated pale green 
fruits of this southern heirloom are sometimes called 
green bananas. These high quality eggplants are 
excellent for ratatouille. This variety needs a long, hot 
growing season for best results and good yields.
95 days to mature • 7–9 in. long fruit • 18-24 in. 
plant
#04758 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

Vittoria
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Green Wave

Red Giant

Tatsoi

Osaka Purple

Mizuna

Mustards
MiZUNA HA  /
The succulent, pointed, feathery leaves of this mild, 
rarely spicy, Asian mustard are a standard ingredient 
in salad and braising mixes. Vigorous and cold hardy, 
cut the leaves above the base and they will regrow 
quickly for multiple harvests late into the fall.
21 days to baby • 45 days to mature
#01050 pack (~250 seeds) $3.49

GreeN WAve HA  /
Spicy and hot when fresh, the vibrant green, deeply 
frilled, finely cut leaves of this mustard mellow when 
cooked. The upright plants do not bolt to seed in the 
heat as quickly as most others. Harvest the tender 
baby leaves for salad and use the mature leaves for 
cooking.
21 days to baby • 45 days to mature
#05092 pack (~250 seeds) $3.49

red GiANT HA  /
An extremely attractive, flavorful mustard with 
large reddish-purple tinted leaves that are prized for 
baby salad and braising mixes. This variety is highly 
productive, slow to bolt to seed, and extremely winter 
hardy.
21 days to baby • 55 days to mature
#04469 pack (~250 seeds) $3.49

oSAKA pUrpLe HA  /
The large rounded purple leaves of this Japanese 
mustard are beautiful and brightly spicy. Try placing 
a fillet of steamed fish on top of a bed of these leaves 
as a substitute for wasabi. It is best planted as a cool 
weather crop and can also be used as a companion 
plant to repel aphids.
21 days to baby • 45 days to mature
#01051 pack (~250 seeds) $3.49

TATSoi (SpooN) HA  /
This attractive, miniature Oriental vegetable forms 
rosettes of dark green, spoon-shaped leaves with a 
delicate, mild flavor for salads or stir-fries. Plant in 
early spring or fall for the biggest and best plants. 
The cold hardy plants can be harvested even after 
snowfall.
21 days to baby • 50 days mature
#01572 pack (~250 seeds) $3.49

red rUSSiAN HB  /
HEIRLOOM The smooth supple, blue-green leaves of 
this heirloom kale is accented with pretty purple-
red veins. Sweeter and more tender than other kales 
during warm summer weather, it also tolerates winter 
cold. Plant in spring and fall for healthy greens all 
year long.
60-70 days to mature • 24-30 in. plants
#01033 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

Red Russian

Kal e
Kale is a cold hardy and prolific 
producer of nutritious greens. Use baby 
leaves raw in salads or sauté or steam 
mature leaves. Kale may be direct 
seeded or transplanted. Direct-seed 
when outdoor temperatures are above 
50°F (optimum 60–65°F). Harvest 
kale continuously a few leaves at a time 
starting at the bottom of the plant while 
the leaves are still young and healthy. 
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Lee k s
Leeks are widely adapted but grow 
best in cool, moderate climates. Leeks 
have a shallow root system and require 
consistent soil moisture. Seed summer 
leeks in early spring, about 4–6 weeks 
before average last frost date, or in mid 
to late summer for a fall planting to 
overwinter. As plants grow taller, hill 
up soil around the shafts to produce 
long, blanched shanks.
KiNG richArd HB  /
This fast growing, early variety sets the standard for 
mild flavored summer leeks. The white shafts can be 
a foot long before the first, light green leaf.
75-85 days to mature • Up to 12 in. shafts
#06454 pack (~350 seeds) $3.49

King RichardHealthy Kale Mix

Dinosaur

diNoSAUr (LAciNATo) HB  /
HEIRLOOM The dark blue-green leaves of this popular, 
cold-hardy kale are valued for their high nutritional 
content. Delicious and tender when steamed or 
sautéed, the flavor gets even sweeter after a few hard 
frosts. Plant in spring and fall for cool season greens.
70 days to mature • 24-30 in. plants
#07889 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

heALThy KALe Mix HB  /
A mix of our favorite kale varieties so you can grow 
a steady supply of these healthy greens spring, fall 
and winter. Includes Dinosaur, Red Russian, True 
Siberian and curly kales.
70 days to mature • 24-30 in. plants
#07822 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

TrUe SiBeriAN HB  /
This fast growing, exuberant kale has large, frilly, 
blue-reen leaves that are particularly delicious when 
sweetened by fall frosts. As its name suggests, this 
hardy variety withstands cold winter weather and is 
slow to bolt to seed in summer making this a good 
year-round crop.
60-70 days to mature • 24-30 in. plants
#01034 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

Koh l r a b i
Kohlrabi is a wonderful cool-weather 
crop that is extremely versatile. Eaten 
raw or cooked, it is similar to broccoli, 
cauliflower and cabbage and tastes a 
bit like a mild, sweet turnip. Plant 3 
to 4 weeks before the last frost date 
in spring. In warmer climates, plant 
in late summer for winter harvesting. 
Provide plants with at least 6 hours of 
sunlight in fertile, well-drained soil.

True Siberian

KoriST f1 HB  /
This unusual, cabbage family vegetable forms globe-
shapped, above ground bulbs that are delicately 
sweet, crisp and juicy with a hint of broccoli flavor. 
Grate it into fresh salads or slice it for stir-fries, stews 
and casseroles. The leaves and stems are also tender 
and flavorful.
60-65 days to mature • 4-5 in. diameter bulbs
#05873 pack (~100 seeds) $3.49

AZUre STAr HB  /
This delicious kohlrabi has beautiful purple skin with 
a nice white interior and lovely, dusky purple leaves. 
The crispy, juicy flesh can be grated for slaws and 
salads, or chopped for stir fries.
50 days to mature • 4-5 in. diameter bulbs
#08065 pack (~100 seeds) $3.49

Korist F1

Azure Star
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Concept

ScoTTSdALe HA  /
This heat tolerant, ruffled green leaf lettuce provides 
nice crunchy texture and sweet flavor even in the 
summer. It does best when grown from late spring 
into summer, and again after the summer solstice for 
harvest in early fall. Great on sandwiches or in tossed 
salads.
50-55 days to mature • 12-14 in. heads • Slow to bolt
#06011 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

coNcepT HA  /
This variety features outstanding, dense, full size 
heads with exceptionally sweet flavor. It has good heat 
resistance and holds up well in cooler fall weather.
50 days to mature • 12-14 in. heads • Slow to bolt
#05895 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

Red Leaf

NeW red fire HA  /
Beautiful, frilly red-edged leaves with a fresh bright 
green base and interior form a heavy head that makes 
attractive, tender salads. This popular variety has set 
the standard for red leaf lettuce for many years. It can 
be grown spring, summer and fall for full size heads 
or baby leaf salads.
28 days to baby • 55 days to mature • 12 in. heads
#05712 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

New Red Fire

Le t t u c e
The essential base for most fresh salads, 
lettuce comes in a range of greens and 
reds, as well as different head types 
that offer contrasting leaf shapes and 
textures between tender and crispy-
crunchy. Lettuce is a cool season crop 
and grows best at 60–70°F, but can be 
planted in early spring as soon as the 
soil can be worked. Use shade cloth 
when sowing in hot weather. Plant 
head lettuces every three weeks for 
continuous harvests.

Green Leaf

SiMpSoN BLAcK-Seeded HA  /
HEIRLOOM Introduced in 1850, this heirloom variety 
has large, crumpled, light green leaves. The succulent 
inner leaves blanch almost white, and are sweet, 
never bitter. Fast growing, early, and adaptable, it 
stands up to heat and drought for spring, summer 
and fall planting.
28 days to baby • 50 days to mature • 12-14 in. heads 
• Slow to bolt
#01041 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

WALdMANN’S dArK GreeN HA  /  
The deep green, crispy ruffled leaves of this vigorous, 
reliable head lettuce have the perfect flavor and 
texture for salads. Start in early spring and fall for the 
best full size heads. This variety is also a good choice 
for growing as baby salad mix.
28 days to baby • 50 days to mature • 12-14 in. heads
#05785 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

Simpson Black-Seeded

Waldmann’s Dark Green

Scottsdale

SherWood HB  /
This dependable summer and fall leek is tender and 
delicately sweet with long elegant shanks up to a foot 
long. Enjoy them grilled, sautéed, stir-fried, or in 
soups.
75-85 days to mature • Up to 12 in. shafts
#07376 pack (~350 seeds) $3.49

poNcho HB  /
This high quality summer variety produces savory, 
white-shafted leeks that are shorter and later to 
mature than King Richard. Start both in early spring 
for successive harvest. Their mild onion-like flavor is 
delicious in summer potato salads, vegetable dishes 
and French leek tarts.
100-110 days to mature • 6-8 in. shafts
#01349 pack (~350 seeds) $3.49

Poncho

Sherwood
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Toretto

Green and Red Butterhead
ToM ThUMB HA  /
HEIRLOOM Treasured as the oldest American lettuce 
still available, this diminutive butterhead is perfect 
for close spacing in small gardens in spring and 
fall. Simply remove the core and arrange the whole 
head on a plate for a tender, delicious, single serving, 
gourmet salad.
50–55 days to mature • 3-5 in. heads
#01139 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

foUr SeASoNS HA  /
HEIRLOOM Introduced from France in the 1880’s, this 
beautiful heirloom butterhead has deep red outer 
leaves cradling a velvety-textured, bright green heart. 
Compact and cold tolerant, it does best in spring, fall 
and mild winters. It stays sweet in the summer, but is 
quick to bolt to seed.
50-60 days to mature • 6-10 in. heads
#01136 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

roxy HA  /
This voluminous red butterhead lettuce has slightly 
blistered leaves, and attractive, shiny color and tender, 
sweet flavor. Roxy holds in the garden for a long time 
and is one of the most popular organic varieties.
50–60 days to mature • 8-10 in. heads • Slow to bolt
#05714 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

Four Seasons

Green Romaine
GreeN ToWerS HA  /
These upright heads of romaine lettuce are dark 
gray-green and dense with nice crunch and full 
bodied flavor. This variety does well in all parts of the 
country in spring and fall and can tolerate moderate 
summer heat.
65–75 days to mature • 12 in. tall heads
#06014 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

coASTAL STAr HA  /
This is an early maturing, dark green romaine for 
spring or fall harvest. The large, heavy heads can be 
used intact or as hearts.
60-70 days to mature • 12 in. heads
#06029 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

ToreTTo HA  /
Our best summer romaine, Toretto needs heat and 
water to reach its full potential. The impressively 
large heads are medium dark green, dense and 
crunchy with sweet flavor. Slow growing and stress 
tolerant, it is highly rated by customers from Georgia 
to California.
70–75 days to mature • 14 in. tall heads • Slow to bolt
#06013 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49
#06623 bulk (~5,000 seeds) $19.99

Green Towers

Coastal Star

Tom Thumb

rediNA HA  /
This variety yields a bright, medium-red, semi-frilly 
loose leaf that is beautiful in salad mixes or as full 
heads.
28 days to baby • 50 days to mature • 12-14 in. heads
#05713 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

LoveLocK HA  /
One of our best heat-tolerant summer lettuces, 
Lovelock makes large, upright heads with beautiful, 
thick, bright green leaves edged with maroon. Its 
superior crispy texture, appearance and succulent, 
sweet flavor is outstanding in salads that will delight 
your family and friends.
55 days to mature • 12-14 in. heads • Slow to bolt
#06012 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

red SAiLS HA  /
Crispy and sweet, never bitter, this tender, maroon-
red-leaf lettuce was an All America Selections winner 
in 1985, and is still a favorite of home gardeners for 
its vigor, adaptability and excellent flavor. Grow in 
spring, summer and fall for full size heads or baby 
leaf.
28 days to baby • 50 days to mature • 12-14 in. heads 
Slow to bolt
#05783 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

Lovelock

Redina

RoxyRed Sails
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MiLd GreeNS Mix HA  /
A mixture of the mild greens for tender young 
salad leaves. Toss together with All Lettuce Mix 
for a delicious custom salad. Includes: Mizuna, 
Komatsuna, Tatsoi, Arugula, Red Russian Kale and 
Maruba Santoh.
21 days to baby-leaf stage
#05946 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49
#06630 bulk (~5,000 seeds) $19.99

MeScLUN SALAd Mix HA  /
Our own Classic! A potpourri of color, shape, taste, 
and texture. Harvest a new combination each day. 
Early greens (Arugula, Osaka Purple Mustard, 
Spicy Cress, Red Russian Kale, and Très Fin Endive) 
complement an assortment of red and green lettuces.
28 days to baby-leaf stage
#01901 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

Sal a d  Mi x
Lettuces and greens are cool season 
crops and grow best at 60–70°F, but 
can be planted starting in early spring 
when daytime temperatures are above 
50°F. Salad mixes are direct seeded. 
Plant small sections every three weeks 
for continuous harvests. Clear cut 
leaves about an inch above the growing 
point.

All Lettuce Mix

Mild Greens Mix

Mesclun

ALL LeTTUce Mix HA  /
A diverse mix of lettuces with contrasting colors 
and textures for tender, tasty salads fresh from 
your garden. Includes: Waldmann’s, Red Sails, Dark 
Lolla Rossa, Emerald Oak, Outredgeous, Barcarole, 
Simpson Black-Seeded and Red Saladbowl.
28 days to baby-leaf stage
#05944 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49
#06626 bulk (~5,000 seeds) $19.99

KALeidoScope  HA  /  
preMiUM LeTTUce Mix 
Our most disease resistant mix! A blend of premium 
lettuces offering a tapestry of deep colors, fine 
textures and sweet flavors for the highest quality 
salads fresh from your garden. Includes: Benito, 
Lettony, Pinecrest, Blade and Galactic.
28 days to baby-leaf stage
#05945 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

Green and Red Oakleaf

eMerALd oAK HA  /
The brilliant green, oak-shaped leaves of this early, 
compact variety form a tight, compact rosette with 
a soft buttery texture, crispy ribs and sweet flavor for 
salads and sandwiches.
28 days to baby • 50 days to mature • 3-4 in. long 
baby leaves • 6-8 in. tall heads
#04994 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

cANTArix HA  /
This stunning deep, dark red oakleaf lettuce forms 
large, dense glossy heads for home grown gourmet 
salads. A premium specialty variety, Cantarix is 
highly disease resistant and does best in spring and 
fall plantings, as well as areas with mild summer 
temperatures.
50-55 days to mature • 8-10 in. heads
#06019 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

Emerald Oak

Cantarix Kaleidoscope
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Blenheim Orange

BLeNheiM orANGe TA  
HEIRLOOM This heirloom melon is just the right size 
for one or two servings and perfect for smoothies. 
It grows well in short season areas where the days 
stay hot and the night time temperatures dip down. 
Grown as early as 1881 in the greenhouses of 
England’s Blenheim Palace.
80-90 days to mature • 1-2 lb. fruit
#01583 pack (~30 seeds) $3.49

oro rico f1 TA  
This richly flavored hybrid cantaloupe has sweet, firm 
and refreshingly crisp orange flesh that embodies 
the essence of summer. The disease resistant plants 
produce high yields of medium size melons that are 
easy to harvest and keep well.
90-95 days to mature • 3-4 lb. fruit
#06456 pack (~15 seeds) $3.49

NAviGATor f1 TA  
Impressively large, delicious cantaloupes are 
produced on these vigorous, disease resistant vines. 
The deep orange flesh is sweet, juicy and firm for 
slicing or fresh fruit salads. This outstanding hybrid 
is widely adapted to growing conditions throughout 
the western USA.
85-95 days to mature • 4-6 lb. fruit
#05990 pack (~15 seeds) $3.49

Specialty
SivAN f1 TA  
This richly sweet melon has orange flesh with a hint 
of butterscotch flavor from its French Charentais 
specialty melon heritage. Fruits are round, ridged, 
slightly netted and don’t split. Easier to grow than 
a true Charentais, harvest when fruits slip from the 
vine.
75–85 days to mature • 1–1½ lb. fruit
#05899 pack (~30 seeds) $3.49

ShArLyN TA  
This sweet and juicy Ananas-type melon is renowned 
for its irresistible pineapple-like flavor. The aromatic, 
pale orange flesh has melt-in-your-mouth texture. 
The dark green rind matures to yellow or orange with 
a full net. These plants are highly productive and 
rewarding.
85–95 days to mature • 3–6 lb. fruit
#01248 pack (~30 seeds) $3.49

ArAvA f1 TA  
The fragrant bouquet and tropical sweet flavor of this 
early-maturing Galia-type melon make it one of our 
favorites. The well-netted fruits look like a cantaloupe 
on the outside, revealing the mouth watering, green 
interior upon slicing. The tender flesh is not as crispy 
as a honeydew.
70–75 days to mature • 3–4 lb. fruit
#05960 pack (~30 seeds) $3.49

Navigator F1

Sivan F1

Sharlyn

Arava F1

Oro Rico F1

Mel o n s
Melons are a frost sensitive, heat loving 
crop, requiring 90°F temperatures 
during maturity to produce sweet 
fruit. Melons are most commonly 
direct seeded, although transplanting 
is necessary in areas with shorter 
seasons to achieve maturity. Sweet, 
juicy melons and watermelons are 
among the most anticipated treats of 
summer.

Muskmelons 
hALe’S BeST JUMBo TA  
HEIRLOOM This great tasting muskmelon has firm, 
sweet, aromatic salmon-colored flesh that is 
refreshing on its own or in fruit salads. The early 
maturing oval fruits have a yellow-green rind, coarse, 
protective netting and a light rib. The productive 
vines are disease and drought tolerant.
80–90 days to mature • 3–4 lb. fruit
#01555 pack (~30 seeds) $3.49

Top MArK TA  
This long-popular cantaloupe variety produces small 
oval fruits with sweet, firm, orange flesh perfect for 
breakfast for two! The fruits are well protected by 
their thick rind and heavy netting and do best in hot 
climates, particularly the South and desert Southwest. 
80-90 days to mature • 3½ lb. fruit
#05989 pack (~30 seeds) $3.49

Hale’s Best

Top Mark
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Mammoth Spineless

Okra
Okra is a tropical plant, growing optimally 
in hot, humid climates. Pick fruits when 
young and tender (about 5–6 days after 
flowering). Handle with care as fruits are 
easily injured. Daily harvests increase 
overall yields. Store at 45–50°F. May be 
damaged if chilled below 45°F.

MAMMoTh SpiNeLeSS TA  
Known for its large, bright green, slightly ribbed 
pods that remain tender longer than other varieties, 
Mammoth Spineless is great for canning, frying and 
gumbo!
55–65 days to mature • 3-5 in. pods • 3-6 ft. tall 
plants
#07300 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

WiNdy Wood TA  
These deep green, extra smooth and tender pods 
make the best eating. Harvesting everyday extends 
the season and the tenderness. This variety thrives in 
warm weather growing conditions.
55–65 days to mature • 3-4 in. pods • 3-6 ft. tall 
plants
#05720 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

Crimson Sweet

Watermelons
SUGAr BABy TA  
A summertime treat, Sugar Baby sets an abundance 
of flavorful fruit on compact vines. The refreshing, 
sweet, crunchy pink watermelons have thick, nearly 
black rinds and are small enough to fit 
easily in the icebox. Great for small 
gardens and the perfect size for 
kids.
60–65 days to mature •
10–12 lbs. fruit
#01524 pack
(~30 seeds) $3.49

SWeeT dAKoTA roSe TA  
This deliciously sweet, medium-sized watermelon 
with bright red flesh and few seeds was developed by 
North Dakota farmer David Podoll to grow in cool, 
short season climates. Every year our high altitude 
and northern customers sing its praises as the juice 
drips down their chins.
80–90 days to mature • 10–20 lbs. fruit
#05194 pack (~30 seeds) $3.49
#06643 bulk (~250 seeds) $19.99

criMSoN SWeeT TA  
This extremely popular full-sized watermelon has 
juicy red flesh, high sugar content, few seeds, crisp 
texture and rich flavor. An All America Selections 
Winner in 1964, it is disease resistant and thrives in 
most climates. Perfect for large family reunions or 
beach picnics.
85–100 days to mature • 15–25 lb. fruit • 8–10 ft. 
vines
#01046 pack (~30 seeds) $3.49

Sweet Dakota Rose

Windy Wood

Eel River

Swan Lake

eeL river TA  
RARE  Luscious dense orange flesh infused with a 
distinctive, creamy peach flavor make this one of our 
finest melons. The distinctive thin spotted skin and 
pointed shape of this ugly-duckling is rarely found in 
stores. Grow your own to enjoy this flavorful treasure 
originally from Japan. Similar to Crane Melon.
90–100 days to mature • 3–8 lb. fruit
#01372 pack (~30 seeds) $3.49

SWAN LAKe TA  
This popular Asian specialty melon has exceptional 
sweet flavor. The crispy white flesh is uniquely swirled 
with peach and salmon, inside a smooth yellow rind 
accented with white sutures. Each heat loving plant 
produces several small melons.
90 days to mature • 2-3 lb. fruit
#01250 pack (~30 seeds) $3.49
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red WiNG f1 HB  
These hefty, wine-hued, globe-shaped red onions are 
perfect for fresh salads and slicing. The internal color 
gets even deeper red during storage. One of the most 
popular and widely grown red onions in the world, it 
keeps longer than any other and is best for northern 
areas.
115–120 days to mature • 3–3½ in. bulbs • Long day 
length
#05790 pack (~350 seeds) $3.49
#06653 bulk (~3,500 seeds) $19.99

White
GLAdSToNe HB  
These medium-large white onions have a nice mild 
flavor for making great onion rings! Very tolerant to 
poor soil conditions, Gladstone can be grown from 
mid-latitude to northern areas. The onions will store 
for a couple of months in the root cellar.
110–115 days to mature • 3–3½ in. bulbs • 
Intermediate day length
#05721 pack (~350 seeds) $3.49

Gladstone

Storage Red
STocKToN red HB  
These large, red-skinned, globe-shaped onions have 
mild, red-ringed white flesh perfect for salads and 
burgers. This variety does best in hot, mid-latitude 
regions. Our strain has been rigorously restored to its 
original, high quality characteristics.
110–120 days to mature • 180–200 days overwintered 
4–6 in. bulbs • Intermediate day length
#01483 pack (~350 seeds) $3.49
#06655 bulk (~3,500 seeds) $19.99

roSSA di MiLANo HB  
HEirlooM •  rarE  This mid-sized, red Italian onion 
has a distinctive, mildly hot flavor demanded by 
chefs for authentic tasting Italian recipes. The large, 
flat-topped, red-skinned bulbs keep well and tolerate 
cool climates. Our strain is highly uniform and is best 
grown in mid-latitude to northern areas.
110–120 days to mature • 4–5 in. bulbs • Long day 
length
#01585 pack (~350 seeds) $3.49
#06654 bulk (~3,500 seeds) $19.99

Red Wing F1

Stockton Red

Rossa Di Milano

Valencia

Oni o n s
Onions are a hardy crop adapted to a 
wide range of growing conditions. Day 
length is important in variety selection 
of bulbing onions. Begin direct seeding 
spring crops 4-6 weeks before the last 
frost; fall crops 6-12 weeks before the 
first fall frost. Shallow roots require 
light, frequent irrigations when plants 
are young. Stop watering when bulbs 
have reached full size and the tops 
drop.

Storage Yellow
vALeNciA HB  
This “Utah” strain of Yellow Sweet Spanish onion is mild 
flavored and a moderately good keeper. The large bulbs 
have a warm golden-brown skin and can be grown in all 
parts of North America.
105–130 days to mature • 4–6 in. bulbs • Short to 
long day length
#01833 pack (~350 seeds) $3.49
#06656 bulk (~3,500 seeds) $19.99

dAKoTA TeArS HB  
This pungent yellow storage onion produces large 
bulbs, up to 1 lb. each, with medium necks. The 
bulbs keep well through the winter in the root cellar. 
A highly uniform, open-pollinated variety that does 
best in “long-day” northern areas.
100 days to mature • 4-6 in. bulbs • Long day length
#06457 pack (~350 seeds) $3.49

How To cHoose onion Day lengTH vaRieTies
selcet long Day length onion variteies if you are planting in northern lattitude states

(washington, Minnesota, Maine, etc.)

select intermediate Day length onion varieties if you are planting in Middle lattitude states
(Utah, Kansas, virginia, etc.)

select short Day length onion varieties if you are planting in lower lattitude states
(arizona, Texas, Florida, etc.)

Dakota Tears
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oreGoN TrAiL HA  /
This sweet shell pea is prolific and delicious, fresh or 
frozen. The compact 20–24” vines produce two 3” 
pods from nearly every node for a rewarding harvest. 
Staking is optional. A cool season crop, peas like to be 
planted in early spring for harvest before the season 
gets hot.
55–70 days to mature • 20–24 in. vines • 3 in. pods
#01790 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

pioNeer HA  /
This flavorful shell pea produces plenty of 3–4” pods 
bearing 6–9 peas each on compact 20–24” vines. 
Easy to shell for side dishes, salads, or freezing. Plant 
early in the spring to harvest before the summer heat 
sets in. Staking is optional.
55–70 days to mature • 20–24 in. vines • 3–4 in. pods
#01791 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49
#07127 bulk (~500 seeds) $19.99

Oregon Trail

Alaska

Pea s
Planting peas is a springtime ritual 
that rewards the gardener with 
bountiful harvests of sweet tasting 
peas far more flavorful than store 
bought. Peas are a cold hardy crop, and 
need a cool growing season to succeed. 
Inoculate peas with Rhizobium bacteria 
to stimulate nitrogen fixation for 
improved yield and soil fertility. Even 
short-vined ‘bush’ varieties benefit 
from trellising, increasing yield and 
making them easier to harvest.

Shell
ALASKA HA  /
HEIRLOOM Each pod 
of this mildly sweet 
shelling pea contains 
5-8 perfect peas 
ideal for fresh eating, 
canning and freezing. 
As its name suggests, 
this exceptionally 
early shell pea 
tolerates cool soils 
and short northern 
growing seasons. 
Staking is optional.
55 days to mature • 
24-36 in. vines
#06899 pack (~50 
seeds) $3.49

GreeN ArroW HA  /
Each plump, 4-5” long pod of this English shelling 
variety is filled with 8-11 small, sweet, bright green 
peas. The productive, disease resistant vines are 
widely adapted and compact. Staking is optional, but 
makes harvesting easier.
60-65 days to mature • 24-28 in. vines • 4-5 in. pods
#06078 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49
#07126 bulk (~500 seeds) $19.99

PioneerGreen Arrow

Parade Bunching

Lisbon White Bunching

Bunching Onions
pArAde BUNchiNG HB  
This scallion has beautiful dark green foliage and 
long, straight, white shanks with a mild, pleasing 
onion flavor perfect for salads and garnishes. A very 
uniform variety, it grows vigorously, with little to no 
bulbing and can be grown anywhere.
70–80 days to mature • 8–11 in. length • Short to long 
day length
#05903 pack (~350 seeds) $3.49
#07125 bulk (~3,500 seeds) $19.99

LiSBoN WhiTe BUNchiNG HB  
This widely adapted scallion / bunching onion is 
very popular with both American and European 
gardeners. It is both heat and cold-tolerant, can be 
succession planted, and can be overwintered in mild 
climates. Harvest the mild scallions throughout the 
summer.  Small bulbs form and get more pungent as 
the plants mature.
65–75 days to mature • 10–12 in. length • Short to long 
day length
#07469 pack (~350 seeds) $3.49
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eMerALd GiANT TA  
An attractive green bell pepper with large 4 lobed 
fruits great for stuffing, pizza or salads. The vigorous 
plants have plenty of foliage for sun burn protection.
75 days green • 85 days red • 4-5 in. blocky fruit • 
28-36 in. tall plants
#07264 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

oLyMpUS f1 TA  
This large sweet hybrid bell pepper has thick, juicy 
walls and ripens to crimson red for all of your favorite 
recipes. The disease resistant plants yield a lot of fruit.
70 days green • 80 days red • 4 in. blocky fruit • 
24-30 in. tall plants
#06948 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Emerald Giant

Pepp e r s
Peppers are a warm season crop and 
grow best with warm nights, which 
increase flower and fruit set. Fruit 
set in many sweet peppers can be low 
at temperatures over 90°F, but most 
chile peppers are more heat tolerant. 
Peppers are most often started indoors 
and transplanted due to the relative 
difficulty of starting them successfully. 
Optimum germination occurs at 75–
85°F soil temperature.

Sweet Peppers
cAL WoNder red TA  
HEIRLOOM These sweet, juicy, classic 3-4” bell peppers 
are excellent fresh, roasted, sautéed or stuffed, and 
freeze well for later use. Fruits ripen early from dark 
green-to-red on vigorous, upright plants. Harvest the 
early fruits green to stimulate additional fruit set for 
red ripe harvest.
65-70 days green • 85 days red • 3-4 in. blocky fruit 
• 24-30 in. tall plants
#06072 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

BiG red TA  
HEIRLOOM The most impressive open pollinated bell 
pepper we have found, this heirloom has thick, sweet, 
crispy flesh and thrives in cooler weather conditions. 
Enjoy Big Red at all stages (starts out green and 
turns a wonderful red as it matures), whether you 
are slicing them for pizza, or stuffing them with your 
favorite savory filling.
70 days green • 80 days red • 3-4 in. blocky fruit • 
24-30 in. tall plants
#06994 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Cal Wonder Red

Big RedSugar Pod 2 Olympus F1

Tom Thumb

ToM ThUMB HA  /
HEIRLOOM This heirloom pea has extremely short 
8-12” vines, making it the perfect pea to grow in 
containers and hanging baskets. The sweet, shelled 
peas are delicious cooked as a vegetable side dish or 
on salads. Grow it in cool spring and fall seasons.
55 days to mature • 8-12 in. plants • 3 inch pods
#07890 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

Snow
SUGAr pod 2 HA  /
Thick, succulent, juicy edible pod snow peas are 
delicious fresh or in stir-fry, and freeze well for later 
uses. The 4-5” pods are held upward for easy picking 
from these compact, 24–30” non-climbing vines. The 
disease resistant plants thrive in cool spring and fall 
weather. Staking is optional.
65–70 days to mature • 24–30 in. vines • 4-5 in. pods
#01792 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49
#06660 bulk (~500 seeds) $19.99
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SUNBriGhT (yeLLoW) TA  
Sweet and bright yellow when mature, most of these 
blocky bells are 4-5 inches, but often produce some 
huge, 7 inch fruits that rival its namesake. The thick 
flesh is perfect for healthy vegetable party platters, 
salsas and cooking. This high yielding sister to Big 
Red is worth a try.
75 days green • 85 days yellow • 4-7 in. blocky fruit • 
24-30 in. tall plants
#06995 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Pimiento/Paprika
red rUffLed piMieNTo TA  
This is a favorite sweet pimiento pepper with thick, 
juicy walls. Marvelous for fresh eating, this plant 
produces huge quantities of flattened, pleated red 
fruits that resemble a miniature pumpkin. Stuff them 
for nice, small size party snacks, or roast for sauces 
or panini.
80–90 days to mature • 3–4 in. long fruit • 24-30 in. 
tall plants
#01232 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

JALApeÑo n n TA  
HEIRLOOM Jalapeños are used in everything from 
Mexican cuisine to nachos to pizza. Upright plants 
yield loads of smooth, green conical fruits that get 
hotter as they mature to a deep red. When dried 
and mesquite-smoked, they are known as “chipotle” 
chiles.
65-75 days to mature • 3-3½ in. long fruit • 24-36 
in. tall plants
#01058 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49
#07131 bulk (~250 seeds) $19.99

TriUNfo f1 n n TA  
This vigorous hybrid jalapeño is pungently spicy 
and has larger fruit than our heirloom variety. The 
disease resistant plants produce abundant yields of 
extra large dark green peppers used extensively in 
Southwestern and Mexican cuisine.
65–75 days to mature • 4-5 in. long fruit • 24-36 in. 
tall plants
#05923 pack (~5 seeds) $3.49
#06669 bulk (~50 seeds) $19.99

BeNdiGo f1 TA  
This early maturing hybrid variety produces perfectly 
delicious and perfectly shaped sweet bell peppers. 
The blocky, uniform 3” fruits have thick, succulent 
flesh and mature from green-to-red. The sturdy, 
virus resistant plants are well adapted to different 
environments.
60 days green • 75 days red • 3 in. fruit • 24-36 in. plants
#05905 pack (~5 seeds) $3.49

orioN f1 TA  
Orion produces loads of large, blocky, sweet bell 
peppers with thick juicy flesh that mature from 
green-to-red. The vigorous, disease resistant, hybrid 
plants will set fruit in hot conditions and protect the 
fruit from sunburn. A great choice for gardeners 
from Florida to California.
65 days green • 85 days red • 3½-4 in. blocky fruit • 
24-36 in. tall plants
#05957 pack (~5 seeds) $3.49

Sunbright

Orion F1 Red Ruffled Pimiento

Chile  Heat  index

Ch i l e  Pepp e r s
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Bendigo F1
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pUrirA n n n n TA  
Caution – Extreme Heat! Bushy plants bear a 
profusion of unbelievably hot, glowing orange red 
2” long chiles. Plants are quite ornamental as the 
fruit load ripens, making a nice container or border 
plant for the fall holiday season. Wear gloves when 
handling the fruits!
70-75 days to mature • 2 in. long fruit • 16-24 in. 
tall plants
#01634 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

hABANero n n n n TA  
RARE  Native to Central America’s tropical lowlands, 
this world famous, scalding hot pepper thrives where 
summers are long, hot, and humid. Reported to be 
1,000 times hotter than the jalapeño, its flavor profile 
is also fruity with a hint of citrus. Lantern-shaped 
fruits ripen to a rich orange.
90–100 days to mature • 1-2 in. fruit • 18-24 in. 
plants
#04538 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

cAMiNo reAL f1 n n n TA   
Typically used to make pico de gallo and spicy fresh 
salsas, this serrano pepper is considerably hotter 
than a jalapeño. The tall, slightly fuzzy plants of this 
adaptable, disease resistant hybrid produce lots of 
glossy, bullet-shaped fruits that can be harvested over 
an extend period.
85 days to mature • 3-4 in. long fruit • 20-30 in. plants
#06022 pack (~5 seeds) $3.49

pAdroN n n TA   
HEIRLOOM The latest craze with innovative chefs! Pick 
these small, thin-skinned peppers from Spain while 
young and mild and sauté whole in olive oil with a 
dash of salt for tapas with a surprise – one or two will 
be spicy hot. All fruits will be hot if left to mature to 
full size.
60 days immature mild • 80 days ripe hot • 1-3 in. 
long fruit • 16-24 in. plants
#06459 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

riNG-o-fire cAyeNNe n n n TA  
With classic cayenne shape, this long, thin, flaming 
red chile packs even more heat than the traditional 
cayenne. A chile addict’s delight, fresh, dried, crushed 
or powdered. Try making your own vinegar-based 
hot sauce for Buffalo Wings.
70–85 days to mature • 4–6 in. long fruit • 24-30 in. 
plants
#01224 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Camino Real F1

Padron

Ring-O-Fire Cayenne 

AJi coLorAdo n n TA  
RARE  A Peruvian specialty, this brilliant scarlet, 
mildly hot and spicy chile is used to make chile 
sauces, pastes and vinegars that liven up savory 
dishes. Short, sprawling plants bear shiny, 3-5” long 
peppers that mature from green to red and can be 
dried to make powder or flakes.
75–85 days to mature • 3-5 in. fruit • 16-18 in. plants
#01631 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

eSpANoLA iMproved n n TA  
Excellent fresh, roasted or dried, this high yielding, 
medium hot chile was developed to mature in 
northern New Mexico’s short growing season. The 
long, tapered, thin-walled fruits grow dark green, 
ripen to red and get spicier in warmer southern 
climates.
70–80 days to mature • 5-7 in. fruit • 18-24 in. plants
#01215 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Purira

Habanero

Aji Colorado

Espanola Improved
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Rad i s h e s
One of the easiest and quickest 
vegetables to grow, radishes come in 
a rainbow of colors and add a mildly 
spicy flavor to fresh salads. Radishes 
are direct seeded and do not transplant 
well. Direct seed beginning around the 
last spring frost date and every two 
weeks until hot weather sets in. Seed 
again when cool fall weather returns. 

rAiNBoW Mix HA  /
The kids will have fun harvesting this beautiful mix 
of colorful round radishes... and they might even eat 
them! Our custom mix includes Rudolf Red, Pretty 
In Pink, Plum Purple, and Hailstone White. All 
of these radishes have sweet, mild flavor and resist 
pithiness.
20-30 days to mature • 1–2 in. round roots
#06996 pack (~250 seeds) $3.49

pUrpLe pLUM HA  /
This round, brilliant purple root is sweet, crunchy 
and never pithy. Its rare color makes it beautiful 
bunched alone or combined with other colors. 
25 days to mature • 1–2 in. round roots
#05732 pack (~250 seeds) $3.49

Rainbow Mix

Rudolf

Rut a b a g a
A cool weather crop normally planted 
in early summer in the north, or mid-
to-late summer further south. Sow 
seeds 1/2 inch deep, 1 inch apart and 
allow 12-18 inches between rows.

JoAN HB  
HEIRLOOM  This underappreciated heirloom variety 
produces yellow tubers that are uniformly round 
with purple tops and a delicate, sweet turnip-like 
flavor that improves after a hard frost.
90-100 days to mature • 4-8 in. roots
#04514 pack (~200 seeds) $3.49

Joan

Cherry Belle

Round Black Spanish

Miyashige Daikon

rUdoLf HA  /
Always mild and flavorful, Rudolf is one of the most 
sought after radishes in Europe. The large, 1½” 
round, red globes have a nicely uniform shape and 
color, and short, erect foliage. Combine with purple, 
pink and white varieties for a rainbow mix.
23–27 days to mature • 1½ in. round roots
#05734 pack (~250 seeds) $3.49

cherry BeLLe HA  /
A tasty, 1–2” round, brilliant red radish with crisp 
white flesh that is perfect for refreshing salads. This 
1949 All America Selections winner is tolerant of 
poor soils, retains tenderness and resists pithiness. It 
can be succession planted and harvested all summer 
long.
23–27 days to mature • 1½ in. round roots
#01467 pack (~250 seeds) $3.49
#07136 bulk (~2,500 seeds) $19.99

roUNd BLAcK SpANiSh HA  /
HEIRLOOM Often sighted on the shelves of specialty 
supermarkets, this nearly forgotten heirloom black 
radish has a nutty, mildly spicy flavor and dense 
white flesh that holds up well in recipes. It is best 
grown from late winter to early spring and is a 
healthy spring vegetable.
55-65 days to mature
#01318 pack (~250 seeds) $3.49

MiyAShiGe dAiKoN HA  /
HEIRLOOM  Delicious raw, pickled or in stir-fries, 
this crisp, mild flavored, 14-16” long Japanese 
daikon radish is a fall favorite, tops and all. Sow in 
late summer for fall harvest, as it will bolt to seed 
if planted in the spring. The roots keep up to four 
months in the root cellar.
45-55 days to mature • 14-16 in. long roots
#01170 pack (~250 seeds) $3.49

Purple Plum
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Squa s h  a n d 
Pump k i n s

Tender summer squash is available 
abundantly throughout the summer, 
while winter squash can be stored for 
use throughout the winter. Squash 
and pumpkins are frost sensitive, 
heat loving crops. Squash are most 
commonly direct seeded, although 
transplanting is possible in short season 
areas. Optimum soil temperature for 
germination is 70-85°F, but seeds will 
germinate at temperatures as low as 
60°F. 

Zucchini Summer Squash
dArK STAr TA  
These deep dark green zucchinis with solid texture 
and mild flavor are perfect sautéed in butter, grilled 
or freshly sliced in salads. The big, tall plants have 
smooth, spineless stalks and a large root system 
for drought tolerance. Plant just once to harvest all 
summer long.
45–55 days to mature • 6-8 in. fruit
#05800 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49
#06709 bulk (~250 seeds) $19.99

Dark Star

Natura F1

Spi n a c h
Fast growing spinach can be used at 
baby size for tender salads, or full 
size for nutritious cooking greens. It 
is a “superfood” believed to promote 
general health and reduce the risk 
of cancer, memory loss, macular 
degeneration, and high blood pressure. 
Seed germinates at soil temperatures 
between 50-68°F, and with 
dramatically increasing reluctance at 
higher temperatures. Begin succession 
plantings 4-6 weeks before the last 
spring frost, and 4-8 weeks before the 
first fall frost. 

chArGer f1 HA  /
The smooth, dark green, oval round leaves of this fast 
growing baby-leaf spinach are tender and mild for 
gourmet quality salads. Grow this disease resistant 
variety in the spring or fall for best results.
35-45 days to mature • 6-10 in. plants
#06064 pack (~200 seeds) $3.49
#06688 bulk (~2,000 seeds) $19.99

fireBird f1 HA  /
An excellent main season variety, Firebird grows 
slow and steady for abundant harvest of smooth, dark 
green, tender leaves for fresh salads or cooking. This 
widely adapted hybrid variety is great for beginners. 
35-45 days to mature • 6-10 in. plants
#06895 pack (~200 seeds) $3.49

Charger F1

NATUrA f1 TA  
CONTAINER  This classy dark green zucchini has a 
refined, glossy appearance perfect for harvesting 
gourmet baby fruit or enjoying at full size. The 
compact, disease resistant plants have an open habit 
that makes them easy to harvest and suitable for 
container growing.
45–55 days to mature • 6-8 in. fruit
#05998 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

LyNx f1 TA  
An elegant, medium green, hybrid zucchini for fresh 
summer salads, ratatouille or summer barbeques. 
The abundant fruit are easy to see and pick from the 
disease resistant, medium sized, open plants.
50 days to mature • 7-9 in. fruit
#06462 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

Lynx F1Firebird F1
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Gold Nugget

Butternut

Uchiki Kuri

Yellow Summer Squash
yeLLoW crooKNecK TA  
HEIRLOOM A favorite for over 150 years, this classic, 
easy-to-grow, heirloom bush summer squash 
produces abundant white-fleshed fruits that are 
famously more flavorful than other summer squash 
types. Use a knife to cut fruit from the plant to avoid 
breaking the slender necks.
50–55 days to mature • 6-8 in. fruit
#01068 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

LioNeSS f1 TA  
The beautiful, firm, mild flavored yellow straightneck 
squash produced by this disease resistant hybrid 
variety are often picked with the blossom still attached 
for making delicate stuffed squash blossoms. Plants 
are vigorous, with branching vines and high yields.
45–55 days to mature • 6-8 in. fruit
#06000 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49
#06704 bulk (~250 seeds) $19.99

Specialty Summer Squash
hUrAKAN f1 TA  
Traditionally used for stuffing, this gray-green, 
teardrop shaped summer squash can also be 
harvested early with the flower for gourmet recipes. 
The fruit is firm with excellent flavor and is the typical 
shape and color preferred in Mexico. Productive 
plants yield over a long harvest period.
45–55 days to mature • 6-8 in. fruit
#06001 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

Winter Squash
GoLd NUGGeT TA  
Great for stuffing, soups and pies, this early, extremely 
productive, compact bush variety is ideal for small 
gardens. Miniature pumpkin-shaped fruits have 
pale red-orange skin and dry, sweet, dark orange 
flesh. They can also be harvested young and tender 
and used like summer squash. An “All-American” 
selection!
75-95 days to mature • 1-2 lb. fruit
#01593 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

BUTTerNUT TA  
One of the most popular winter squashes, Butternut 
is known for its bright orange, moist, sweet, smooth 
flesh. Delicious in soups, baked, or steamed, this 
productive variety yields classic tan, bell-shaped 
fruits that store well into late winter.
100–110 days to mature • 4–5 lb. fruit
#01069 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

UchiKi KUri TA  
This red kuri (Hubbard type) winter squash has dark 
orange skin and flesh with superb eating quality and 
a sweet, nutty flavor. It is delicious baked, steamed, or 
stir-fried in savory dishes, as well as good for making 
dessert pies or breads. It can be stored for several 
months.
90–100 days to mature • 3–4 lb. fruit
#05740 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

Lioness F1

Hurakan F1

Discus Bush Buttercup

Spaghetti

Yellow Crookneck

diScUS BUSh BUTTercUp TA  
An outstanding buttercup-type squash with superb 
sweet flavor and flaky texture. The dark orange flesh 
is great simply roasted or used to make sweet or 
savory winter pies. This variety matures earlier and 
stores longer than the standard.
90 days to mature • 3 foot bush-type plants • 3 lb. 
fruits
#07894 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

SpAGheTTi TA  
HEIRLOOM Introduced in 1934, this unique squash 
has spaghetti-like strands of flesh that are delicious 
baked or boiled and served with butter or pasta sauce 
or even topped with pesto. Cut lengthwise, bake or 
steam, and separate the “spaghetti” strands with a 
fork. Stores for 3–4 months.
90–100 days to mature • 3–4 lb. fruit
#01518 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49
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Toma t i l l o s
Enjoyed for their tangy flavor both 
fresh and cooked, they are essential for 
authentic Salsa Verde and other Mexican 
dishes. Start Tomatillos indoors, not more 
than 4 weeks before your last frost date. 
Plant seeds ¼ inch deep and keep evenly 
moist. Harvest when the fruit is plump and 
has split open its protective papery husk. 

verde TA/R  
For salsa, tomatillos tone down the hotness of chiles 
and help blend the other flavors. The firm, green 
fruits are wrapped in a papery husk that splits open 
as the fruit reaches full size and maturity. Fruits are 
used fresh (tart) or roasted (sweet) for salsas, soups 
and dips.
60–80 days to mature • 2–3 oz. fruit
#01676 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

pUrpLe de MiLpA TA/R  
This prized traditional strain yields plump, 2 inch 
diameter fruits that ripen to a rich purple where the 
husk splits and exposes the skin to light. Delicious 
raw or stewed, tomatillos are the main ingredient in 
salsa verde.
70–90 days to mature • 2–3 oz. fruit
#01179 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

Verde

Purple De Milpa

Pumpkins
hoWdeN TA  
RARE  This classic large, ribbed orange pumpkin with 
thick sturdy handles is the best one for carving into 
fantastic jack-o’-lanterns for Halloween. The large 
pumpkins grow on long spreading vines, so allow 
plenty of space. Enjoy the seeds roasted as a snack at 
your carving party.
110–120 days to mature • 15–30 lb. fruit
#01198 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

roUGe vif d’eTAMpeS TA  
HEIRLOOM This heirloom “Cinderella” pumpkin from 
France has stunning, deep burnt red orange skin, 
distinctive ribbing, a flattened shape, and mildly 
sweet flesh. Use them first as fall decorations, then 
“harvest” your display to make delicious pumpkin 
pies for Thanksgiving.
110–150 days to mature • 15–40 lb. fruit
#01445 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49
#06701 bulk (~250 seeds) $19.99

Rouge Vif D’Etampes

WiNTer LUxUry TA  
HEIRLOOM The sweet, dense flesh of this attractive, 
uniquely corky-skinned pumpkin is our first choice 
for making pumpkin pies! An heirloom from the 
1890’s, you can use it as a decoration until you are 
ready to cook it!
95 days to mature • 6–10 ft. vines • 10 inch diameter 
• 8 lb. fruit
#07893 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

LAdy GodivA TA  
HEIRLOOM This heirloom pumpkin is known for 
its nutritious, ‘naked’ green seeds and ornamental 
appearance. The hulless seeds are high in protein and 
can be eaten raw, right out of the pumpkin, though 
most prefer them toasted. A popular variety at 
pumpkin carving parties!
105 days to mature • 6-10 ft. vines • 8–12 lb. fruit
#07892 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

Howden
Winter Luxury

Lady Godiva
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Toma t o e s
Tomatoes embody the joy of gardening 
more than any other fruit. We offer 
a wide selection of heirlooms and 
flavorful favorites to grow and enjoy. 
‘Heat tolerant’ varieties are best for the 
south and early maturing varieties are 
best in the north. Tomatoes are best 
started indoors 4-6 weeks before your 
last frost date. Plant seeds 1/4 inch 
deep and keep evenly moist. Optimum 
soil temperature is 70-90°F, which can 
be achieved with a heating mat.

Red Slicers -  Bush

oreGoN SpriNG TA  
First to ripen, and known for its sweet, juicy flavor, 
this is the premier early season tomato variety for 
areas with cool summer nights or short seasons. 
The compact, bushy plants will also set fruit in hot 
weather. Staking is not required.
60-70 days to mature • Determinate • Will set fruit 
in heat • 4-6 oz. fruit
#01080 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

LeGeNd TA  
This beautiful, full sized slicing tomato from Oregon 
State University has a well balanced sweet/acid flavor 
and is just right for sandwiches. The compact, disease 
resistant plants mature the uniform, nearly seedless 
fruit early and will also set fruit in the heat. Great for 
short seasons or containers. 
60–70 days to mature • Determinate • Will set fruit 
in heat • 6–9 oz. fruit
#06004 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

BUrreLL’S SpeciAL TA  
This classic tomato produces large, smooth, uniform 
slicing tomatoes perfect for burgers and sandwiches. 
Better tasting and just as productive as today’s modern 
hybrids, with disease resistance and heat tolerance. 
Staking is optional.
75 days to mature • 3-5 foot plant • Determinate • 
6-8 oz. fruit
#07896 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

SUper SioUx TA  
RARE  An impressive, high yielding red slicing tomato 
with exquisite sweet, acid, earthy old time flavor. This 
medium sized variety from Nebraska is good for 
hot, dry areas and will set fruit in the heat. Staking is 
optional, but makes harvesting from the 4 foot long 
vines easier.
75-80 days to mature • Semi-determinate • Will set 
fruit in heat • 4-6 oz. fruit
#01613 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49
#07143 bulk (~250 seeds) $19.99

Oregon Spring

Legend

Burrell’s Special

Super Sioux

Red House Free Standing

Cal Ace

red hoUSe free STANdiNG TA  
RARE  Firm, juicy and delicious, medium large, round 
red fruits perfect for slicing are produced on bushy 
plants that do not need staking. Unusual, broad 
leaves protect the fruit from sunburn. Heat tolerant 
and crack resistant.
80–90 days to mature • Determinate • Will set fruit 
in heat • 6-8 oz. fruit
#01083 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

cAL Ace TA  
A very reliable producer of sweet, meaty, red 
beefsteak tomatoes on disease resistant, medium-
sized plants. Sets fruit even in bad weather and ripens 
mid-early.
85 days to mature • 3-5 ft. plant • Determinate • 7-9 
oz. fruit
#07897 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49
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Querida F1

Chancha F1

Crimson Sprinter

MArTiAN GiANT TA  
This large, juicy, scarlet red beefsteak has richly 
sweet, well balanced tomato flavor, and one slice is 
perfect for sandwiches or burgers. The compact, 3-4 
foot vines are very productive, with up to 50 tomatoes 
each and set fruit over a long harvest period. Staking 
is optional.
95 days to mature • Semi-determinate • 7–12 oz. 
fruit
#04458 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

chANchA f1 TA  
This large-fruited hybrid beefsteak tomato produces 
lots of tasty, firm, jumbo fruit perfect for burgers and 
sandwiches. Virus- and disease-resistant plants need 
staking.
70-80 days to mature • Semi-determinate • 8–10 oz. 
fruit
#07553 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

qUeridA f1 TA  
A reliable producer of flavorful, firm beefsteak 
tomatoes perfect for slicing and BLT sandwiches. The 
hybrid plants are virus- and disease-resistant. Staking 
is recommended.
70-80 days to mature • Determinate • 7–9 oz. fruit
#07541 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Red Slicers -  Staking
criMSoN SpriNTer TA  
This deliciously juicy, medium size slicer matures 
early and tolerates cool, short season conditions, 
rewarding even northern gardeners with real tomato 
flavor. The smooth, round fruits are produced on 
vigorous vines that need staking.
65-75 days to mature • Semi-determinate • 5–7 oz. 
fruit
#05101 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

WiScoNSiN 55 TA  
This medium-large red slicing tomato has firm, 
meaty, crack resistant fruits with outstanding 
flavor. Developed at the University of Wisconsin 
in the 1950’s, this is one of the last improved open 
pollinated varieties before hybrids began to dominate 
the market. The tall vines need staking.
65–70 days to mature • Indeterminate • 6–8 oz. fruit 
#05001 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

BeefSTeAK TA  
Meaty, bright red and juicy, this classic flat-round 
beefsteak tomato has rich, subtly acidic, traditional 
tomato flavor and is great on sandwiches, burgers 
and salads. The vigorous vines produce high yields 
of large, slightly ribbed fruits all season and need to 
be staked.
75-85 days to mature • Indeterminate • 10-20 oz. 
fruit
#06074 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49
#07144 bulk (~250 seeds) $19.99

red cALABASh TA  
HEirlooM •  rarE  The delicious, thin skinned, 
sometimes ruffled fruits of this heirloom look like 
miniature beefsteak tomatoes. Traceable to Chiapas, 
Mexico, and documented by William Woys Weaver 
as appearing in a 1793 painting by Raphael Paele of 
Philadelphia. Staking is required.
80–90 days to mature • Indeterminate • 2–3 oz. fruit
#01195 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49
#06731 bulk (~250 seeds) $19.99

coSTALUTo GeNoveSe TA  
HEIRLOOM This old Italian heirloom might look “ugly”, 
but the slightly tart flavor of these medium size 
slicing tomatoes is absolutely delicious. The prolific 
vines are vigorous and lush, producing well in hot or 
cool weather and need to be staked.
80–90 days to mature • Indeterminate • 8–10 oz. fruit
#01594 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49
#06720 bulk (~250 seeds) $19.99

peroN SprAyLeSS TA  
This flavorful, prolific, midseason slicing tomato 
bears firm, bright red, mildly acidic, vitamin-rich 
fruits until frost.  An extremely disease- and crack- 
resistant strain introduced from South America in 
1951. The tall vines need staking.
65-75 days to mature • Indeterminate • 6-8 oz. fruit
#01193 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Wisconsin 55

Beefsteak

Costaluto Genovese

Red Calabash

Martian Giant
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Zapotec Pleated

Siletz

Thessaloniki

SiLeTZ TA  
One of the earliest full size slicing tomatoes, Siletz 
sets several flushes of delicious, deep red fruits even 
in cooler conditions. Enjoy them on sandwiches and 
salads.
70–80 days to mature • Determinate • 7–10 oz. fruit
#07622 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

TheSSALoNiKi TA  
RARE  This rare tomato was developed in Greece and 
bears round, red fruit with mildly earthy, slightly 
acidic flavor. This flavorful variety also resists sun 
scald and cracking. The tall vines need staking.
60–70 days to mature • Indeterminate • 5–7 oz. fruit
#01614 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49]

ZApoTec pLeATed TA  
These medium-sized, pink-to-red heirloom 
tomatoes originally from southern Mexico 
are deeply pleated and have a rich earthy 
flavor. Enjoy them stuffed, baked or sliced. 
80–90 days to mature • Indeterminate • 6–8 oz. fruit
#07313 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Colors -  Staking

ArKANSAS TrAveLer TA  
HEIRLOOM Incredibly delicious, this classic pink heirloom 
has traveled widely because of its solid dependability and 
balanced sweet/tart flavor. This variety tolerates high heat 
and humidity and is resistant to cracking. The disease 
resistant vines need to be staked.
80–90 days to mature • Indeterminate • 5–7 oz. fruit
#01590 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49
#06713 bulk (~250 seeds) $19.99

BrANdyWiNe TA  
HEIRLOOM  The luscious, sweet flavor and meaty 
texture of these oversized pink heirloom tomatoes 
is rarely surpassed by other, mere mortal, varieties. 
The potato-leafed plants need a long mild growing 
season to ripen these thin-skinned beauties, but they 
are worth the wait. Staking is required.
80–90 days to mature • Indeterminate • 10–16 oz. fruit
#01186 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

TiGereLLA TA  
HEIRLOOM These early maturing, tiger striped, 2” 
diameter tomatoes have a fine, tangy flavor and are 
fun to grow with kids. The vigorous plants produce 
huge crops of red tomatoes with orange stripes and 
need to be staked. In frost free zones, the plants 
might keep producing all winter!
55–65 days to mature • Indeterminate • 4–6 oz. fruit
#01615 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

piNK BerKeLey Tie dye TA  
This fantastically colored, large-fruited heirloom-
style tomato has deep, sweet earthy flavor. The pink 
fruit with green stripes is from the wine country of 
northern California.
90 days to mature • Indeterminate • 10-12 oz. fruit
#07877 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Brandywine

Tigerella

Pink Berkeley Tie DyeArkansas Traveler

Peron Sprayless
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Marvel Striped TA  
HEIRLOOM •  RARE  These gorgeous, large, pleated yellow 
fruits have red striping from the blossom end and 
are deliciously sweet and juicy with few seeds. The 
vigorous, heat and drought tolerant vines need a long 
summer to mature and should be staked. Originally 
from the Zapotec people of southern Mexico.
90–110 days to mature • Indeterminate • 10–16 oz. 
fruit
#01190 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

YellOW perFeCtiON TA   
HEIRLOOM  This memorable, 2-3” diameter yellow 
salad tomato is juicy, thin skinned and perfectly 
round. Originally from an old British seed company, 
the early maturing fruits ripen well in cool or hot 
weather. Staking is recommended.
70–75 days to mature • Indeterminate • 3–5 oz. fruit
#01204 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

pOrk ChOp TA  
This large, yellow fruited, heirloom-style, low-acid 
tomato with richly sweet, mild flavor and thin, 
delicate skin is sure to please tomato-lovers with 
sensitive stomachs. Thick, meaty slices are wonderful 
on sandwiches, or cooked into a sunny sauce!
90 days to mature • Indeterminate • 10-12 oz. fruit
#07878 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

aMaNa OraNge TA   
HEIRLOOM A single slice of these very large, late orange 
tomatoes with flavorful, low-acid, meaty flesh will 
cover a full piece of bread for your open faced tomato 
sandwich. This orange heirloom from the Amana 
Colonies in Iowa has tall vines that need staking.
75–90 days to mature • Indeterminate • 12–16 oz. 
fruit
#05100 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

OraNge QueeN TA  
These juicy, delicious bright orange tomatoes have 
mild, low-acid flavor and few seeds. Their vibrant color 
brightens up salads and salsa and makes lovely low-
acid sauce. The productive vines thrive in short-season, 
northern areas and are easier to pick when staked.
85 days to mature • Indeterminate • 4-6 oz. fruit
#01601 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

CherOkee purple TA  
HEIRLOOM This beautiful mahogany colored tomato 
with green shoulders and greenish-brown interior 
has deep, well balanced tomato flavor. The vigorous 
plants are more productive than most heirlooms, 
grow well in the South and need to be staked.
80–90 days to mature • Indeterminate • 8–10 oz. 
fruit
#05359 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49
#06717 bulk (~250 seeds) $19.99

perSiMMON TA  
These medium to large, low-acid, persimmon-orange 
beauties are juicy and flavorful with tender skin and 
meaty flesh. One thick, succulent slice on toast makes 
a meal, but you’ll want seconds. They also make 
gorgeous soups and sauces. The 5–6’ vines need to 
be staked.
75–80 days to mature • Indeterminate • 5–7 oz. fruit
#04513 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

dr. WYChe’S TA  
HEIRLOOM This richly flavored, low-acid, heirloom 
produces large, golden yellow, meaty fruits with a 
slightly flattened shape, some green shoulders and 
few seeds. The tall vines have fairly sparse foliage, 
produce all season and need to be staked.
80 days to mature • Indeterminate • 10-15 oz. fruit
#05746 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Amana Orange

Orange Queen

Cherokee Purple

Marvel Striped

Persimmon

Pork Chop

Yellow Perfection

Dr. Wyche’s
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aMiSh paSte TA  
HEIRLOOM The superior, full-bodied flavor and 
brilliant color of this large, meaty, heart-shaped 
Amish heirloom makes excellent sauce, paste and 
fresh salsa. The fruit ripens throughout the summer 
for a continuous supply. The vigorous vines need 
staking.
80–90 days to mature • Indeterminate • 5–7 oz. fruit
#05369 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Plum Cherries
BluSh TA  
These 2” long cherry tomatoes have an unforgettable 
tropical sweet flavor reminiscent of pineapple and are 
ready to pick when the pink blush starts to appear 
over the yellow background. Widely adapted with a 
heavy fruit set over an extended period, the tall vines 
need staking.
75–80 days to mature • Indeterminate • 1–3 oz. fruit
#06036 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49
#06716 bulk (~250 seeds) $19.99

Maglia rOSa TA  
cOntAInER  This cherry tomato produces truly unique, 
mottled pink, long, egg-shaped fruits with bright, 
lightly sweet acidic flavor. Harvest just as the fruit 
turns light pink for optimum flavor. The small plants 
are perfect for growing in hanging baskets or patio 
containers.
70–75 days to mature • Semi-determinate • 1–3 oz. 
fruit
#05804 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

paul rOBeSON TA  
HEIRLOOM  The earthy, perfectly balanced sweet/acid 
flavor of this rare “black” slicing tomato wins flavor 
contests every year. The fruit is maroon colored with 
green shoulders and meaty red flesh. The highly 
productive plants need to be staked.
85–90 days to mature • Indeterminate • 8–10 oz. 
fruit
#05805 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49
#06728 bulk (~250 seeds) $19.99

Paste
rOMa paSte TA  
Long renowned for savory sauces and pastes, this 
rich, meaty, plum-shaped fruit all ripens about the 
same time on compact vines that need no staking.
75–85 days to mature • Determinate • 2–4 oz. fruit
#01197 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

SaN MarZaNO TA  
HEIRLOOM The classic Italian paste tomato with rich, 
complex, sweet flavor essential for making traditional 
Napolitano sauces and whole canned tomatoes. The 
large plants produce loads of small, elongated red 
tomatoes late in the season and need to be staked.
80-90 days to mature • Indeterminate • 1–3 oz. fruit
#04760 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

BlaCk pluM TA  
RARE  This unique Russian variety produces small, 
plum-shaped fruits with deep mahogany brown 
color and notably extra sweet flavor for salads. Slice 
them in half and dry to concentrate the flavor of 
summer for on-the-go snacking all year long. Stake 
the tall vines.
75–80 days to mature • Indeterminate • 1–2 oz. fruit
#01570 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Cherries
ChadWiCk TA  
Introduced by the late horticultural genius Alan 
Chadwick, this large, mouthwatering cherry tomato 
has a tangy, sweet favor. It produces huge yields and 
is disease resistant, making it a popular choice among 
gardeners.
80–90 days to mature • Indeterminate • 1½ oz. fruit
#01199 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

FOX CherrY TA  
Prolific vines bear large, red cherry tomatoes with 
rich, full-bodied, mildly acidic flavor. Its outstanding 
color and flavor make this cherry variety one of the 
finest we’ve found in our trials. The healthy, vigorous 
vines need to be staked.
80–90 days to mature • Indeterminate • 1½ oz. fruit
#01085 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Paul Robeson

Roma Paste

San Marzano

Amish Paste

Blush

Maglia Rosa

Black Plum

Chadwick

Fox Cherry
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Tur n i p s
Turnips are sweet and tangy, with 
delicious leafy greens that are very 
popular in southern cooking. Direct seed 
turnips 1/2 inch deep, 1 inch apart, and 
allow 12-18 inches between rows. Cover 
with sand or vermiculite to prevent soil 
crusting and keep seedbed evenly moist. 
Optimum soil temperature is between 
65-85° F. 
purple tOp White glOBe HB  /
HEIRLOOM This nutritious heirloom turnip has 
smooth round roots that are bright purple above the 
ground and white below. Best eaten when young and 
tender (2” diameter roots) the flavor is mildly spicy 
like radishes. Greens & roots are good steamed or 
raw.
45–60 days to mature • 2–4 in. roots
#01477 pack (~350 seeds) $3.49

tOkYO Market HB /
This popular, early, pure white Japanese turnip is 
exceptionally crisp and fresh, with delicate mild 
sweet-radish flavor. Harvest young, when the roots 
are just 2 inches wide, for tender baby roots that can 
be chopped into fresh salads as well as the delicious 
green tops.
30-40 days to mature • 2–4 in. roots
#06028 pack (~350 seeds) $3.49

Whea t g r a s s
Wheatgrass is a popular choice for its 
health benefits and ease of growth. 
Soak seeds overnight for best results, 
then plant 1/32 inch deep. Sprouting 
occurs almost immediately and 
harvestable blades appear in 7-10 days. 
Can be grown indoors year round.

WheatgraSS HB  /
Wheatgrass contains an abundance of vitamins, 
minerals and amino acids. The seeds germinate 
rapidly into beautiful greens that can be juiced or 
used to enhance the flavor of your favorite salad. 
Soak seeds overnight and sprout before planting.
10 days to harvest • 7-10 inch shoots • Grow indoors 
year round
#07744 pack (~500 seeds) $3.49

SeedS OF ChaNge® preMiuM 
grOWiNg MiX
Our custom blend of premium ingredients makes this 
organic potting soil an excellent mix for seed starting and 
transplanting. It is rich in earthworm castings, as well as 
a blend of beneficial micro organisms and mycorrihizal 
fungi to promote expansive root growth and efficient 
nutrient uptake. Ships to Contiguous US only, except for 
Washington, D.C.
#220-07058 (8 quart bag) $7.99 

Purple Top White Globe

Tokyo Market

Wheatgrass

red CherrY TA  
This classic variety produces loads of delicious, juicy 
red cherry tomatoes that begin ripening early and 
keep producing all summer, north or south. The 
vigorous vines need to be staked.
65-75 days to mature • Indeterminate • 1½ oz. fruit
#06075 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

red pear TA  
HEIRLOOM This popular variety produces cute little 
red pear-shaped tomatoes with superb tangy flavor 
for salads and vegetable platters. The uniform, crack 
resistant fruit is produced all summer on productive 
vines that need to be staked. Try growing this 
together with Yellow Pear.
70–75 days to mature • Indeterminate • 1 oz. fruit
#05806 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Red Pear

Red Cherry
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Sweet italian Large Leaf F1

Bas i l
Aromatic basil is a perfect companion 
plant with tomatoes. It is a warm 
season crop and is best started 
indoors 4-6 weeks before your last 
frost date. Plant seeds 1/4 inch 
deep and place on a heating mat 
or in a warm place (optimum soil 
temperature is 70-90°F). Transplant 
12 inches apart, or in containers. 
It can be direct seeded outdoors 
throughout the summer to keep you 
in fresh pesto!

SUPER SWEET CHEN  TA  
The fully savoyed leaves, of this Italian large leaf basil 
are bright green and glossy, with a strong sweet aroma 
and outstanding flavor (better than all others we have 
grown) for making great pesto, Caprese salad or 
tomato sauce. This is a must for any kitchen garden.
65–75 days to mature • 24–30 in. tall • Slow to bolt 
to seed
#05087 pack (~125 seeds) $3.49

GENOVESE SWEET  TA   
HEIRLOOM This classic pesto basil concentrates flavor 
with fragrance and graces sunny windowsills across 
America. The highly productive, bushy plants of 
Genovese Sweet are slow to bolt to seed, extending 
the harvest period.
65–75 days to mature • 14–20 in. tall • Slow to bolt 
to seed
#01088 pack (~125 seeds) $3.49

Italian Basil

GENOVESE  TA  
This classic basil has mildly spicy flavor and sweet 
fragrance fantastic for seasonings, salads, garnishes 
and pesto. Pick the leaves frequently to encourage 
bushy new growth for a long harvest season.
65–75 days to mature • 14–20 in. tall • Slow to bolt 
to seed
#06065 pack (~125 seeds) $3.49

SWEET ITalIaN laRGE lEaf f1  TA   
Bursting with flavor and aroma these big plants 
thrive in the greenhouse or garden. Resistant to 
Fusarium Wilt, the plants yield well even under 
disease pressure.
70–80 days to mature • 24–30 in. tall
#06452 pack (~125 seeds) $3.49

aROma 2 f1 TA   
This Fusarium resistant basil has dark green, glossy 
3 inch long leaves with refined appearance, excellent 
flavor and aroma. Try this one if you have had disease 
problems in the past. Does well in the greenhouse or 
outdoors.
 60–75 days to mature • 20–24 in. tall • Slow to bolt 
#05919 pack (~125 seeds) $3.49

Genovese

Super Sweet Chen

Genovese Sweet Aroma 2 F1

Herbs
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Emily F1

Thai

EmIly f1 TA   
COntaInER This compact and busy basil has thick, 
tender, leaves with rich flavor that are very nice 
in salads or on top of pizza. Ideal for growing in 
containers, greenhouses or a sunny window sill.
65–75 days to mature • 14–18 in. tall • Slow to bolt 
to seed
#05969 pack (~125 seeds) $3.49

Specialty Basil
THaI TA  
This basil offers an intensely sweet, anise-like 
fragrance with a hint of mint and citrus characteristic 
especially tasty in Thai cuisine. 1½-2½” leaves 
are green at the base of the plant and grow purple 
towards the flowers.
75-80 days to mature • 16-20 in. tall
#01703 pack (~125 seeds) $3.49

Greek

GREEk  TA   
These compact basil plants form a mound of small, 
green leaves with intense flavor, perfect for meats 
and savory dishes. Great for containers and edging 
garden borders.
65–75 days to mature • 6–9 in. tall
#07446 pack (~125 seeds) $3.49

fINO VERdE  TA  
HEIRLOOM  This attractive, compact, small-leaved 
bush basil is ideal for containers or garden edging. 
It maintains its sweet flavor even after flowering for 
a long summer of enjoyment in salads and savory 
dishes. The flowers help support bees and other 
pollinators in your garden.
60–70 days to mature • 10–16 in. tall
#01451 pack (~125 seeds) $3.49

lEmON  TA  
HEIRLOOM  Intensely fragrant 1½–2” leaves meld 
the delightful flavors of lemon and basil. Used 
to invigorate teas, and applied liberally in salads, 
dressings, potpourris, or to enhance any stir-fry, it is 
also known as “kemangi” in Indonesia.
60–70 days to mature • 10–16 in. tall
#01336 pack (~125 seeds) $3.49

Lemon

Red Rubin

REd RUBIN  TA  
The most consistent and high yielding deep purple 
basil we’ve found. Slightly puckered, 3” copper-
tinged, purple leaves produce fine traditional flavor 
and aroma as well as beautiful lavender flowers. Red 
Rubin is an outstanding culinary or ornamental 
variety.
60–70 days to mature • 10-16 in. tall
#04448 pack (~125 seeds) $3.49

aROmaTTO  TA   
The distinctive mix of green and purple leaves with 
tall purple flowers, long vase life and fragrant aroma 
make this the best basil to use in floral arrangements.  
Its sweet minty flavor is great in salads and summer 
pasta dishes.
70–80 days to mature • 14–18 in. tall
#05680 pack (~125 seeds) $3.49

Aromatto

Fino Verde
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Garden Chives

Ch i v e s
The mild onion flavor of chives is 
popular on baked potatoes and in 
salads. Just a few plants can keep you 
supplied all year. Plant seeds 1/8 inch 
deep in spring or fall in starter pots 
and transplant 8-12 inches apart in full 
sun or part shade. Also makes a great 
container plant.

GaRdEN CHIVES  HP   
HEIRLOOM This easy to grow, perennial heirloom 
grows in mounded clumps and can be tucked into 
any small space in the garden near the kitchen. 
Harvest the greens with mild onion flavor for use on 
baked potatoes, fish and egg dishes. The pretty purple 
flowers attract butterflies and bees.
70-80 days to mature • USDA zones 3-9 • 12-24 in. 
plant
#07389 pack (~200 seeds) $3.49

Garlic Chives

Holy

HOly BaSIl (TUlSI)  TA  
HEIRLOOM •  MEDIC INAL  This herb is revered in the 
Hindu religion, and is also known as “sacred basil” or 
“Tulsi.” A stimulating herb for our immune systems, 
use the sweet anise scented leaves and flowers in 
restorative teas, fresh or dried. The plants have fuzzy 
leaves and flowers loved by bees.
65–75 days to mature • 8-12 in. tall
#01335 pack (~125 seeds) $3.49

GaRlIC CHIVES HP  
HEIRLOOM •  MEDIC INAL  Flat leaf garlic chives have 
been used since the 16th century as a culinary herb 
to add a subtle garlic flavor when raw garlic might 
be overwhelming. They are also used in Chinese 
medicine for warming the kidneys and treating lower 
back and knee pain.
70-80 days to mature • USDA zones 3-9 • 12 in. tall
#01346 pack (~200 seeds) $3.49

Ci l a n t r o
Cilantro is a hardy annual that adds 
distinctive flavor to Mexican and Asian 
dishes. Direct seed outdoors every few 
weeks from spring (after all danger 
of frost has passed) through summer.  
Plant seeds 1/4 inch deep, 1-2 inches 
apart in 4 inch wide bands, and keep 
evenly moist. Harvest in 6 weeks for all 
of your cooking needs.

SlOW BOlT HA  
This cilantro was specifically bred to allow a longer 
harvest of the fresh, distinctively flavored leaves that 
are essential in Mexican and Asian cooking. If left to 
flower, it attracts beneficial insects and produces the 
dry seed, known as coriander.
50-55 days to mature
#01728 pack (~175 seeds) $3.49
#06525 bulk (~2,000 seeds) $19.99

Slow Bolt

Dil l
Both the leafy greens and seeds of dill 
are used to flavor fish, potatoes and 
pickles. After harvesting the leafy 
greens, allow the plants to flower to 
attract beneficial insects and mature 
the seeds. Direct seed in the garden 
after the last frost and throughout the 
summer. Plant seeds 1/4 inch deep, 1-2 
inches apart.

dIll HA/R  
An attractive, medium tall variety with a lovely 
aroma and thicker leaves than other dills. This is the 
best one to grow for collecting seed for pickling and 
dried culinary use. Time your planting to be ready 
the same time as your pickling cucumbers.
60-70 days to mature • 30-36 in. tall
#06069 pack (~425 seeds) $3.49

dUkaT HA/R   
Aromatic, never bitter or overly pungent, try this 
one for the sweetest of all dills. With a delicate 
fragrance, Dukat stays in the leaf stage longer than 
other varieties, allowing more time to harvest for 
cucumber and cream cheese sandwiches or creamy 
dill sauces used on fish.
40–55 days to mature • 18-24 in. tall
#01710 pack (~425 seeds) $3.49

Dill

Dukat
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Mar j o r am
Sweeter than oregano, with similar 
uses for flavoring savory dishes. Start 
seeds indoors in spring or late summer. 
Plant the tiny seeds shallowly, 1/8 
inch deep, and be patient. Transplant 
12 inches apart in the garden or in 
containers. Prefers full sun and good 
drainage.

SWEET maRJORam  TA/HP   
HEIRLOOM Sweet marjoram leaves and shoots are 
widely used in seasoning. It is similar in appearance 
to oregano (sometimes used as a substitute), but 
its taste is sweeter and milder. Use fresh all year or 
harvest for drying when the plants bloom in late June 
through August.
USDA zones 8–10 • 60–80 days to mature • 12–24 
in. tall
#01771 pack (~200 seeds) $3.49

SyRIaCa ZaaTaR  TA/HP   
A wild relative of Mediterranean Oregano with flavor 
hints of thyme and sweet marjoram to enliven the 
senses. Minced leaves make fresh tomatoes tasty and 
are delicious in a feta cheese-chopped tomato dip. 
The soft gray-green leaves are produced on a semi-
upright plant.
USDA zones 8–10 • 90–100 days to mature • 12–24 
in. tall
#05364 pack (~200 seeds) $3.49

Sweet Marjoram

Syriaca Zaatar

Hys s o p
These beautiful plants attract butterflies 
and bees to the garden, and are wonderful 
in bouquets and herb teas. Start seeds 
indoors in the spring or direct seed 
outside when soil temperature is above 
60°F. Plant seeds 1/4 inch deep and keep 
moist. They germinate in 2-3 weeks. 
Transplant 12 inches apart in full sun to 
partial shade.
HySSOP HP  
MEDIC INAL  This pretty, upright plant with purple 
flower spikes and aromatic, pine-musk scented leaves 
is a favorite of bees.  It has been used since biblical 
times for purification and healing to aid digestion and 
relieve asthma. The essential oil is used in perfumes.
USDA Zones 4-9 • 24-36 in. tall
#01347 pack (~200 seeds) $3.49

kOREaN lICORICE mINT HP  
MEDIC INAL  Aromatic, mint-licorice flavored leaves 
with purple flower spikes attract bees and beautify 
the garden. Taller, with thicker leaves than its cousin 
Anise Hyssop, it can be used to make sweet, soothing 
herbal tea to ease digestion and calm cold symptoms.
USDA Zones 5-9 • 24-48 in. tall
#01567 pack (~200 seeds) $3.49

Korean Licorice Mint

Hyssop

fOREST GREEN  HB  /
This finely curled and compact garnish herb has long, 
stiff, upright stems with dark green, double and tripled 
curled leaves. Use it fresh or dried for flavoring savory 
dishes. This compact plant does well in containers and 
the garden and overwinters in most places.
USDA zones 4–9 • 75–85 days to mature • 12–18 in. 
tall
#01102 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

Par s l e y
This breath-freshening herb is widely 
used as a garnish and flavoring in 
soups, salads and main dishes. Start 
seeds indoors early in the spring. Plant 
seeds 1/8-1/4 inch deep and keep moist. 
May take 3-4 weeks to germinate. 
Transplant 8-12 inches apart. Harvest 
outer sprigs throughout the summer 
and fall.

Forest Green

ROOT POUCHES
Root Pouches are light weight, yet durable pots that 
are easy to store when not in use and extremely 
tough when filled with soil and planted. Expand your 
garden with these mobile pots made of thick and 
breathable fabric. They are ideal for quick and easy 
herb gardens.
#220-08143 (3 gallon) $4.99
#220-08144 (5 gallon) $5.99
#220-08145 (7 gallon) $6.99

ROOT POUCHES ARE IDEAL FOR 
SMALL HERB GARDENS
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TRIPlE BladE HERB SCISSORS 
These triple blade herb scissors have three high 
precision, sharp stainless steel blades. Cut, snip and 
mince herbs and scallions while retaining flavorful 
oils. Large nonslip ergonomic comfort handles make 
cutting fast and easy.
#220-07736 (7.5” long) $12.99

Sag e
Used in stuffing, poultry dishes and 
sausage, sage is a garden staple. Start 
seeds indoors in early spring. Plant 
seeds shallowly, 1/8-1/4 inch deep, 
keep moist. Germination may take 
up to 21 days at soil temperatures 
between 60-75°F. Transplant 12-18 
inches apart into well drained soil in 
full sun to part shade. Also works well 
in containers.

GaRdEN SaGE HP  
HEIRLOOM •  MEDIC INAL  Classic sage has been grown 
for centuries as a culinary and medicinal herb. The 
fragrant, soft, gray-green leaves are used fresh or 
dried for seasoning poultry, sausages and breads. 
The hardy plants look beautiful in the garden and the 
abundant purple flowers attract bees.
USDA zones 5–9 • 24-36 in. tall
#01367 pack (~100 seeds) $3.49

Garden Sage

Italian Flat Leaf

Giant of Italy

Krausa F1

kRaUSa f1  HB  /  
Wonderful whether used fresh or dried, this dense, 
triple curled parsley retains its crispness and bright 
green color long after harvest. Use it as a seasoning or 
palate-cleansing garnish, or as a beautiful addition to 
flower bouquets.
USDA zones 4–9 • 75–85 days to mature • 12–18 in. tall
#05924 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

ITalIaN flaT lEaf HB  /
HEIRLOOM •  MEDIC INAL  This tried and true heirloom 
parsley has large, flat leaves with concentrated flavor 
for fresh seasoning, drying, or freezing. Full of 
vitamins, nutrients and anti-oxidants, parsley is an 
under-appreciated super-food to incorporate into 
your healthy diet. Freshens the breath too!
USDA zones 4-9 • 75–85 days to mature • 12-18 in. 
tall
#01360 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49
#07156 bulk (~1,500 seeds) $19.99

GIaNT Of ITaly  HB  /  
COntaInER The extra large, dark green, flat leaves of 
this dependable, high yielding parsley have excellent 
flavor fresh or dried for all of your culinary uses 
including tabouli salad and roasted new potatoes. 
This variety does especially well in containers.
USDA zones 4-9 • 75–85 days to mature • 12-18 in. 
tall
#06466 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

Thym e
This classic culinary and ornamental herb 
is perfect for rock gardens and can be 
used in teas during the winter to fend off 
colds. Start the tiny seeds indoors in early 
spring. Plant seeds shallowly, 1/8 inch 
deep and keep moist. Seeds take 2-3 weeks 
to germinate at soil temperatures between 
60-75°F. Transplant in a well drained 
location in the full sun. Harvest and dry or 
use fresh.

SUmmER THymE TP  /  
MEDIC INAL  This classic culinary herb has a strong 
savory aroma and flavor for all of your recipes. 
Thyme looks great in rock gardens and pots, attracts 
bees and helpful pollinators, and makes an excellent 
herb tea to help get you through winter cold season.
USDA zones 6–9 • 6-12 in. tall
#08093 pack (~200 seeds) $3.49

HERB mIll
The Herb Mill is a perfect way to mince herbs. Simply 
place your herbs into the column and turn the handle. 
Stainless steel blades will produce ready to 
use garnish & spices 
for your favorite dish.
#220-07738 
$9.99

Summer Thyme
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GARDEN- IN-A- POUCH
All- In-One Cull InAry Herb GArden K Its
Each pouch includes: Wonder Soil Wafer Growing Medium, Stir Stick, Greenhouse Dome and a Pack of Organic Herb Seed

Garden-in-a-pouch,
Basil
Grow sweet and vibrant Genovese 
Basil right out of this pouch. Simply 
add about 2 cups of water to expand 
the Wonder Soil wafers, plant seeds, 
cover pouch with greenhouse dome to 
assist germination and watch your basil 
grow.  Harvest repeatedly after about 
6-9 weeks.
#220-08150 
$4.99

Garden-in-a-pouch,
Thyme 
Grow wonderful smelling Summer 
Thyme right out of this pouch. Simply 
add about 2 cups of water to expand 
the Wonder Soil wafers, plant seeds, 
cover pouch with greenhouse dome 
to assist germination and watch your 
thyme grow.  Harvest repeatedly after 
about 9-12 weeks.
#220-08153 
$4.99

Garden-in-a-pouch,
chives
Grow versitile Garden Chives right out 
of this pouch. Simply add about 2 cups 
of water to expand the Wonder Soil 
wafers, plant seeds, cover pouch with 
greenhouse dome to assist germination 
and watch your chvies grow.  Harvest 
after about 9-12 weeks.
#220-08154 
$4.99

Garden-in-a-pouch,
cilanTro 
Grow flavorful Slow Bolt Cilantro 
right out of this pouch. Simply add 
about 2 cups of water to expand the 
Wonder Soil wafers, plant seeds, 
cover pouch with greenhouse dome 
to assist germination and watch your 
cilantro grow.  Harvest repeatedly 
after about 6-9 weeks.
#220-08151 
$4.99
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Elephant Head

Aly s s um
White SWeet AlySSum HA  
The pure white, honey scented blossoms of this low-
growing garden favorite attract beneficial insects 
including syrphid flies that eat aphids. Plant freely 
throughout the garden to control pests. Blooming 
from late spring through fall, it thrives in both cool 
and hot weather.
50–60 days to flower • 3–6 in. tall
#04537 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49
#06499 bulk (~1,500 seeds) $19.99

elephAnt heAd TA/R  /
Heirloom The large, deep red flowers of this 
dramatic heirloom evoke images of elephants’ trunks 
trumpeting toward the sky. The tiny seeds are edible 
popped or ground into flour.
60–70 days to flower • 4–5 ft. tall
#07293 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

Amar a n t h
White Sweet Alyssum

lOVe-lieS-BleedinG TA/R  /
Heirloom The tall, branching plants of this easy 
to grow annual are adorned with graceful ropes 
of cascading, deep red, lavish, plumes that look 
stunning in the garden or in fresh or dried bouquets.
60–70 days to flower • 4–5 ft. tall
#01811 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

Love-Lies-Bleeding

Flowers

Bells of Ireland

Bel l s  o f 
I r e l a n d

BellS Of irelAnd HA  /
Heirloom Looking like a tower of lime green bells, 
this old fashioned favorite adds an architectural 
element to the garden and is captivating in fresh or 
dried bouquets. It prefers mild summer climates or 
spring and fall elsewhere.
100 days to flower • 2–3 ft. tall • 1-2 ft. flower spikes
#01735 pack (~50 seeds) $3.49

OrAnGe ZinGer HA/R  
meDiC iNAl  The vibrant orange daisy-like flowers of 
this frost-tolerant plant brighten the garden in spring 
and well into fall. The edible petals beautify salads, 
the long stems are ideal for bouquets and the rich 
aroma and high resin content are prized for skin-
soothing salves.
85-95 days to flower • 1-2 ft. tall
#04450 pack (~125 seeds) $3.49

Ca l e n d u l a

Orange Zinger

Ce l o s i a
CelOSiA mix TA/R  
This variety produces dramtic plumes and combs in 
brilliant shades of red, burgundy, pink, yellow and 
orange that make superb fresh or dried arrangements.
75 days to flower • 2-3 ft. tall
#06453 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

Celosia Mix
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Bachelor Buttons

BAChelOr ButtOnS HA/R  /
Heirloom These brilliant blue flowers bloom 
prolifically and provide a stunning accent in 
bouquets, fresh or dried. They tolerate poorer soils 
and look great in the garden as a mass planting that 
attracts butterflies, bees and birds.
80–90 days to flower • 2–3 ft. tall
#01734 pack (~100 seeds) $3.49

Cen t a u r e a GrAndpA Ott’S  TA/R  
Heirloom  This wonderful morning glory has rich 
deep-purple blooms with glowing pink throats that 
adorn vigorous climbing vines from late summer to 
frost. This heirloom seed from Bavaria was handed 
down by “Grandpa Ott” for future generations to 
enjoy.
85–95 days to flower • 6–15 ft. tall vines
#04495 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

heAVenly Blue  TA/R  
Brighten up the morning with these delicate, 
“heavenly” blue blooms. Plant the climbing vines with 
attractive heart-shaped leaves along a sunny wall or 
trellis to provide cooling shade.
80–90 days to flower •  8–15 foot tall vines
#01227 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Morn i n g  G l o r y

Heavenly Blue

Grandpa Ott’s

Nig e l l a
lOVe-in-A-miSt HA/R  
Pleasing blue flowers sit atop a feathery, fine leafed, 
fast growing plant that thrives in cool weather. The 
flowers are followed by papery textured, inflated seed 
pods with “horns” (Devil-in-the-Bush) that look 
great in dried flower bouquets.
90–100 days to flower • 18–24 in. tall
#01409 pack (~100 seeds) $3.49

Nas t u r t i um
nASturtium mix TA  /
These edible flowers have a peppery taste and come 
in various shades of orange, yellow, peach and 
cream. The flowers bloom during cool spring and fall 
weather and can be used as companion plants to deter 
cucumber beetles, squash bugs and caterpillars.
55–65 days to flower • 12–16 in. tall
#04747 pack (~20 seeds) $3.49

Nasturtium Mix

Love-in-a-Mist

Sag e
texAS humminGBird  TP/HA  
Showy spikes of nectar rich scarlet flowers attract 
bees and hummingbirds to the garden. Blooming 
continuously from mid-summer to fall, this beautiful 
native American plant prefers sandy, drier soil and 
may reseed itself.
USDA Zones 8–10 • 75 days to flower • 2–3 ft. tall
#01862 pack (~125 seeds) $3.49
#07187 bulk (~1,250 seeds) $19.99

Texas Hummingbird
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Snap d r a g o n
SCArlet GiAnt  HA/TP  
This extra tall snapdragon has dramatic spikes of 
deep scarlet flowers sure to dazzle even the most 
discriminating flower lover. It makes an outstanding 
cut flower, tolerates some frost for late season color 
and is also an excellent container plant.
Perennial in zones 8–10 • 105–110 days to flower • 
2–3 ft. tall
#05083 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49
#07188 bulk (~1,500 seeds) $19.99

Scarlet Giant

garden in comfort with these great items... 
GOOSeBerry kneeler pAd
Kneelo™ Kneeler pad 
allows you to work in 
cushioned comfort for 
prolonged periods of 
time. Whether you are 
gardening, decorating, 
scrubbing the floor or at a 
picnic, don’t forget your Kneelo™.
#220-07833 (20”l x 12”w) $29.99

GOOSeBerry knee pAdS (2 pAdS)
These knee pads have a unique shape 
which gives optimal flexibility when 
kneeling, standing and walking. 
One size fits all, as they 
have soft adjustable 
Velcro straps so no 
constant digging in the 
back of your legs.
#220-07834 $29.99

Rocket Mix

rOCket mix  HA/TP  
A cool season bloomer, the mix of pink, white, yellow 
and burgundy flower spikes provide beautiful color 
in spring and fall. Grow in the garden or in containers 
for long lasting cut flowers. The plants tolerate light 
frosts, are perennial in USDA Zones 8-10, and are 
grown as annuals elsewhere.
Perennial in zones 8–10 • 105–110 days to flower • 
2–3 ft. tall
#08131 pack (~150 seeds) $3.49

ZOhAr f1  TA/R  
Rich golden-orange petals surround a dark center 
on these 4–6” diameter sunflowers that produce 
one single, upward-facing flower head per plant. 
Their pollenless quality extends the vase life of this 
professional cut flower variety and is a boon for 
allergy sufferers.
50–55 days to flower • 4–5 ft. tall
#05876 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49
#06513 bulk (~250 seeds) $19.99

Zohar F1

Sun f l o w e r s

endurAnCe TA/R  
rAre  Enjoy up to 50 branches per plant, each ending 
in a cluster of 2-5 flowers. This prolific variety is 
from a spontaneous cross of Israeli and Silverleaf 
sunflowers.
85-95 days to flower • 6–9 ft. tall
#01688 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Tiger’s Eye Mix

tArAhumArA White Shelled TA/R  
TRADI T IONAL  •  RARE  Each robust stalk of this 
breathtaking, solid gold sunflower produces one 
enormous head filled with delicious, edible white 
shelled seeds. The tall plants are best planted at the 
back or edges of the garden. Grow it for yourself, but 
share some with the birds!
85-100 days to flower • 7–10 ft. tall
#01075 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49
#07193 bulk (~250 seeds) $19.99

tiGer’S eye mix  TA/R  
This mix offers a rare selection of intriguing 
sunflowers with bronze, gold and maroon double 
petaled centers with single petaled outer rays and an 
occasional fully single or fully double individual. It 
makes a beautifully unusual addition to your garden.
85–100 days to flower • 6–8 ft. tall
#01342 pack (~25 seeds) $3.49

Tarahumara

Endurance
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Persian Carpet

perSiAn CArpet TA  
rAre  A magical rich tapestry of color to liven up 
your borders, this unique dwarf variety produces 
fascinating bicolored, dahlia-like blooms all summer 
long. It is excellent in patio containers or on sunny 
balconies.
60–70 days to flower • 12-15 in. tall
#01751 pack (~75 seeds) $3.49

Zinn i a peGGy’S deliGht TA  
A square-edged version of the traditional zinnia, the 
flowers of this fascinating variety come in a vast array 
of forms and colors reminiscent of show dahlias and 
mums. Each flower is unique with subtle tones of 
pink, orange, gold and apricot. It is truly delightful!
80–90 days to flower • 3–4 ft. tall
#05086 pack (~75 seeds) $3.49
#06515 bulk (~750 seeds) $19.99

Cut and Come Again

Cut And COme AGAin mix  TA  
A gorgeous blend of double and single 2–3” blooms 
in a dazzling array of colors ranging from white 
to shades of pink, orange and red. These summer 
favorites bloom all summer for fresh cut bouquets. 
The more you cut, the more they bloom!
60–70 days to flower • 3 ft. tall
#04497 pack (~75 seeds) $3.49
#06514 bulk (~750 seeds) $19.99

Peggy’s Delight

hOme COmpOStinG 
mAde eASy
The world’s most popular compost 
guide. Easy step-by-step illustrated 
instructions help you divert over 
30% of your total waste from 
landfills, simply by composting 
kitchen and garden waste.
#220-07705 $4.99

StAinleSS Steel COmpOSt pAil
Made from durable stainless 
steel, this compost pail is 
the perfect eco-friendly 
counter-top solution for 
storing food scraps and 
vegetable trimmings for 
several days. A tight seal 
keeps odors locked in and 
includes two charcoal 
filters for clean organic 
recycling. 1 gallon capacity. 
Dishwasher safe.
#220-07040 
(11.5”h x 7”dia.) $49.99

Comp o s t i n g
Composting is a great way to reduce waste 
going to landfill, all while creating the most 
glorious nutrition that your garden will ever 
see. Compost and you’ll feel a great sense of 
pride while you organically feed your garden.

ChArCOAl COmpOSt filterS
Charcoal compost filters 
are designed to fit your 
stainless steel compost 
pail. Replace your filters 
every 6 months or sooner 
if odors are detected.
#220-07668 $3.99

COmpOSt thermOmeter
Properly manage your compost pile by regularly 
taking its temperature. A drop in temperature 
can mean the pile is becoming anaerobic and 
should be aerated. Increase pile size to provide 
higher temperatures or decrease pile size to keep 
temperatures from becoming too high.
#220-06837 $34.99

CedAr COmpOSter
This handmade Cedar Composter serves as a near 
rodent-proof container for your composting food 
scraps. It is made with specific dimensions to ensure 
proper oxygen flow through the compost. For best 
result, have 2 compost bins going at the same time so 
that you always have rich nutritious compost ready 
for your hungry plants.
(29”l x 29”w x 29”h)
#230-07676 $399.99  w
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Aspa r a g u s
Choose a permanent location for this long-lived, widely adapted 
perennial. Be sure soil has warmed to 50°F before planting out your 
1-2 year old crowns. In the first year, allow the spears to grow and fern 
out without harvesting to establish strong plants. Ships Mid-Feb. to 
Mid-May. Shipments based on grow zones - may be delayed by weather 
conditions. Contiguous U.S. only. 

UC 157 f1 HP  /
This robust, disease resistant variety from the 
University of California produces smooth, green, 
medium diameter spears a bit earlier than other 
varieties and does best in well-drained soils. Its high 
quality and yield sets the standard for asparagus from 
coast to coast. Developed at University of California 
Riverside in 1978.
#231-07212 (10 crowns) $19.99

JERSEY KNIGHT f1 HP  /
This excellent variety from Rutgers University does well 
in heavier, clay soils. It produces flavorful, medium to 
large diameter green spears with purple tips that are 
delicious steamed or grilled.
#231-07210  (10 crowns) $19.99

Hor s e r a d i s h
Choose a permanent location for 
this long-lived perennial. Plant 
root cuttings within a week of 
receipt and after danger of frost 
has passed. Create a furrow 6” 
deep. Place roots 18” apart in the 
furrow and cover with 2-3 inches 
of soil. Wait until plants are 1 
year old to make your first 
harvest. Ships Mid-Feb. to Mid-
May. Shipments based on grow 
zones - may be delayed by 
weather conditions. Contiguous 
U.S. only. 

HoRSERadISH HP  
Make your own sweet and hot horseradish sauce. 
Our certified organic root cuttings will get you 
started with your own patch of this long-lived, easy 
to grow perennial. USDA Zones 3-8.
#231-06900 (5 roots) $24.99

Horseradish

JERSEY GIaNT f1 HP  /
This all male hybrid produces no seeds, only delicious 
huge green spears that show off purple highlights. 
Known for very large yields, this variety resists fusarium 
wilt, crown rot and rust. Performs best in colder 
climates.
#231-06863 (10 crowns) $19.99

PURPlE PaSSIoN HP  /
These burgundy-colored spears 
with a creamy green 
interior are sweeter 
and more tender than 
green types, but slightly 
lower yielding. The large 
diameter, bright purple 
spears are festive on a raw 
vegetable platter, but turn 
green when steamed. Go 
ahead and add a little color to 
your next dinner.

#231-07940 (10 crowns) 
$19.99

Live Plants

Jersey Giant F1

UC 157 F1

Jersey Knight F1
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Oni o n  Se t s
Easy-to-grow onion sets (mini-bulbs) provide 2 distinct advantages over seed sown onions: you don’t have to worry about day-length 
sensitivity, and the fast growing sets are easier to keep weeded. The key to success with onion sets is to plant them as early as possible, 
ideally about 3-4 weeks before your last spring frost date, about the same time you plant spring peas. Plant sets 1 inch deep and 4 inches 
apart in rows 12-18 inches apart. Then grow and harvest as you would seed grown onions. Onion Sets ship according to your USDA Zone 
from Mid-Feb. to May. Shipping time based on grow zones - may be delayed by weather conditions. Contiguous U.S. only. 
YEllow RoCK HB  
This reliable heirloom storage variety produces nice big 
flattened yellow onions with bronze-yellow skin and 
mild, sweet flavor for all of your savory recipes. Grow 
in long rows to produce enough to last all winter.
#231-08048 (60 mini bulbs) $9.99
#231-08049 (100 mini bulbs) $12.99

REd wETHERSfIEld HB  
This heirloom red onion yields large, flattened bulbs 
with thin, reddish-purple  skins, pink-tinged white 
flesh and nice strong pungent flavor, perfect for 
burgers and salads.
#231-08050 (60 mini bulbs) $9.99
#231-08051 (100 mini bulbs) $12.99

wHITE EbENEzER HB  
This heirloom, multi-purpose white onion will 
produce nice medium size bulbs, long white-shanked 
scallions or small-bulbed pickling onions. Quantities 
are limited, so be sure to order early.
#231-08052 (60 mini bulbs) $9.99
#231-08053 (100 mini bulbs) $12.99

Elephant

Yellow Rock Red Wethersfield White Ebenezer

Gar l i c
Softneck varieties are both cold and heat tolerant, can be grown all over the country, are good for braiding and store up to 10 months. 
Elephant Garlic is larger, milder, and does not store as long. Mulch keeps soil warm in the north and cool in the south for best results. Plant 
after the first fall frost and 4-6 weeks before the ground freezes. Garlic ships Mid-Jan. to April for early spring planting and Sept. to Oct. 
for preferred fall planting. Spring shipping time based on grow zones - may be delayed by weather conditions. Contiguous U.S. only.  

EaRlY ITalIaN PURPlE HB  
Large bulbs with numerous cloves wrapped in white 
skin with purple stripes. Vigorous, widely adapted 
plants are relatively heat tolerant, store well, and are 
good for braiding. This softneck is widely grown in the 
“Garlic Capital” of Gilroy, CA.
#231-06473 (½ lb. ~ 40 cloves) $12.49
#231-06474 (1 lb. ~ 80 cloves) $19.99

ITalIaN laTE HB  
Light colored wrappers cover the fat, round cloves 
of this flavorful garlic that is good for braiding. The 
extra-tight skin makes this variety especially good for 
long storage. It is smaller and later to mature than 
Early Italian Purple, but it keeps longer, so plant both 
for a longer harvest.
#231-06985 (½ lb. ~ 40 cloves) $12.49
#231-06986 (1 lb. ~ 80 cloves) $19.99

Early Italian Purple

Italian Late

Nootka Rose

NooTKa RoSE HB  
This heirloom garlic from San Juan Island has a strong, 
pungent flavor. The medium to large size bulbs each 
have 15-24 cloves which are streaked red on mahogany 
beneath the white outer wrapper. Has a beautiful 
appearance when braided & stores for several months.
#231-06983 (½ lb. ~ 40 cloves) $12.49
#231-06984 (1 lb. ~ 80 cloves) $19.99

SIlvER RoSE HB  
Smooth, bright white bulb wrappers protect the 
beautiful rose-colored cloves of this long-storing 
variety. The softnecks and white bulbs make this a 
great variety for braiding. This variety is very popular 
in Western and Southern United States, France and 
Italy.
#231-06475 (½ lb. ~ 40 cloves) $12.49
#231-06476 (1 lb. ~ 80 cloves) $19.99

INCHElIUm REd HB  
Discovered on the Colville Indian Reservation in 
WA, this vigorous strain has a mild, lingering flavor 
that sharpens in storage. The large, 3 inch diameter 
bulbs form 9-18 cloves per bulb and can be stored for 
several months. Widely adapted from north to south.
#231-06981 (½ lb. ~ 40 cloves) $12.49
#231-06982 (1 lb. ~ 80 cloves) $19.99

ElEPHaNT HB  
As its name suggests, Elephant garlic is much larger 
than regular garlic, with mild, sweet flavor. Grow it 
the same way as regular garlic, but use it fairly soon 
after harvest because it does not keep as long. The 
individual cloves can be as large as a whole bulb of 
regular garlic, requiring less peeling.
#231-06987 (½ lb. ~ 6 cloves) $12.49
#231-06988 (1 lb. ~ 12 cloves) $19.99

Silver Rose

Inchelium Red
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Pota t o e s
Potatoes provide more usable protein per acre than any other crop in the world, as well as fully balanced, nearly complete nutritional content. 
Plant certified, disease-free seed potatoes in early to mid-spring, 2-4 weeks before and after the last frost, but protect new shoots from frost if 
necessary by covering with soil or floating row covers. Our mini-tubers are the perfect size for planting whole and do not need to be cut. Available 
for spring shipping Feb. to May (all Zones) and fall shipping Oct. to Nov. (Zones 8-10 Only). Shipments may be delayed by weather conditions. 
Contiguous U.S. only. 
YUKoN Gold TA  
This round tuber has smooth, thin yellow skin with 
pink coloring around shallow eyes and yellow flesh. 
It provides excellent flavor when baked, boiled 
or made into salads or fries. An all around great 
selection if you’re looking for a multi-use potato.
#231-07767 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-07768 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

YUKoN GEm TA  
The first blight resistant potato has round to oval 
tubers with light-yellow skin, a pink splash around 
the eyes and golden flesh. An excellent all-purpose 
potato, this mid-season variety is every bit as good 
as its parent, Yukon Gold, with much higher yields.
#231-08027 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-08028 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

GERmaN bUTTERball TA  
Its smooth, thick, golden and netted skin and butter 
yellow flesh are characteristics of this small to 
medium oblong tuber with outstanding taste. Great 
for hash browns, fries, steaming or baking, and it 
stores well.
#231-07782 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-07783 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

Yukon Gold

Chieftain

German Butterball

Red Pontiac

Red Norland

YEllow fINN TA  
This potato has an unusual pear shape, deep yellow-
tan skin and waxy yellow flesh. The taste is natural 
butter-like, and is good boiled, baked, fried or 
included in soups. This potato is the #1 yellow, our 
best-selling late season variety.
#231-07791 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-07792 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

CHIEfTaIN TA  
A smooth red-skinned slightly oval tuber with shallow 
eyes and white flesh, medium size and very good 
flavor. Resistant to scab and late blight. It does better 
in clay soils than other reds. High overall yields from 
a spreading plant with attractive light-violet blossoms.
#231-07773 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-07774 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

REd PoNTIaC TA  
#1 red every year! This large round potato has thin, 
dark-red skins, deep eyes, and crisp white flesh. 
Excellent for mashing and boiling, but not baking. 
Heat-tolerant, long-storing, and high-yielding, grows 
in heavy soil.
#231-07785 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-07786 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

REd NoRlaNd TA  
This productive, mid-season potato has dark red 
skin and white flesh. Makes good potato salad, keeps 
well, has good disease resistance and moderate scab 
resistance.
#231-07776 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-07777 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

CHERRY REd TA  
Small to medium sized tubers, bright medium to 
dark red skin and attractive white flesh. This one 
is always a good producer and a tidy setter. Lift up 
the “hen” and there is the “nest” of potatoes, tightly 
clustered in one place.
#231-07985 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-07986 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

Yukon Gem

Yellow Finn

dUTCH YEllow HB  
Dutch Yellow has golden brown skins and mild white 
flesh. Keeps up to six months in proper storage.
#231-08060 (½ lb. ~ 12-16 mini bulbs) $14.99
#231-08061 (1 lb. ~ 24-32 mini bulbs) $21.99

Sha l l o t  Se t s
The subtle, sweet flavor of shallots lends a 
wonderful richness to savory meat, fish and 
vegetable dishes that cannot be achieved any 
other way. Fall planted crops yield twice as 
much as early spring crops. Plant them about 
2-4 weeks before hard winter sets in. 
Protected by good thick mulch and snow 
cover, the cold hardy sets (down to -25 F) will 
burst into rapid growth when the 
temperatures warm up in the spring. Plant in 
fertile, well-drained soil with the root side 
down and the top 1 inch below the soil surface. 
Space 4-6” apart in rows 18” apart. Available 
for spring shipping Mid-Feb. to May and fall 
shipping Sept. to Oct. Shipments based on 
grow zones - may be delayed by weather 
conditions. Contiguous U.S. only.  

Holland Red

HollaNd REd HB  
Holland Red shallots have coppery-red skins and 
slightly pink colored flesh with a sweet, mild flavor.
#231-08062 (½ lb. ~ 12-16 mini bulbs) $14.99
#231-08063 (1 lb. ~ 24-32 mini bulbs) $21.99

Dutch Yellow
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PURPlE maJESTY TA  
Solid purple inside and out, this surprising mid-
season potato has excellent eating quality. Combine 
with All Red and Viking Purple to make a festive red, 
white and blue potato salad!
#231-07788 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-07789 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

all REd TA  
These medium to extra-large tubers have smooth, 
brilliant red skin with medium shallow eyes and pink 
swirled flesh that retains its color after cooking. This 
variety is good for steaming or boiling and makes an 
attractive and unusual potato salad.
#231-08033 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-08034 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

Finger l ingPotatoe s

Viking Purple

Huckleberry

All Red

Russian Banana

Butterfinger French Fingerling

Rose Finn Apple

Purple Majesty

Cal wHITE TA  
This elongated, white-fleshed potato has smooth 
white skin and is good for all cooking styles. Highly 
productive, it has set new yield records in CA tests.
#231-07779 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-07780 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

RUSSET NoRKoTaH TA  
Tuber with smooth, red brown skin, shallow eyes and 
white flesh. Excellent for baking, frying or boiling. It 
is scab resistant and provides dependable yields.
#231-07770 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-07771 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

RUSSET bURbaNK TA  
Russet skin, shallow eyes, and white flesh are 
characteristic of this long-oval russet. Great taste 
baked, fried or boiled. Long-storing, scab-resistant 
potato needs a consistent moisture supply. Most 
widely grown potato in the U.S.
#231-07797 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-07798 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

HUCKlEbERRY TA  
This brand new variety is perfect for all of those 
purple and gold fans out there! These medium-sized 
round to oval tubers have dark purple skin and 
yellow flesh and are excellent baked, boiled, or fried. 
#231-08030 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-08031 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

vIKING PURPlE TA  
The gorgeous purple skin of this early maturing 
potato is swirled with splashes of neon pink. The 
flesh is dense and moist and holds together well 
when boiled for potato salad. This all-purpose variety 
is Scab resistant with high yield potential and long 
storage quality. The flavor sweetens during storage.
#231-07988 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-07989 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

Cherry Red

Cal White

Russet Norkotah

Russet Burbank

RUSSIaN baNaNa TA  
Excellent for potato salad with firm yellow flesh 
and thin skin, this popular, all-purpose fingerling 
is disease resistant and produces heavy yields of 
medium-sized tubers favored for their flavor and 
smooth texture.
#231-08036 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-08037 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99 

Fingerling potatoes have a long, slender shape and tend to have a more firm, waxy texture than regular potatoes. They also grow long, 
vigorous, disease resistant vines, set the fruit over a longer period of time, and don’t size up until very late in the season. If your season is 
long enough you can expect excellent yields. Plant them 12-18 inches apart to give them room to grow.

bUTTERfINGER TA  
A crescent shaped fingerling potato with thin, lightly 
russeted skin and nutty-tasting yellow flesh. Flavorful 
when steamed, boiled or sautéed, this variety is firm when 
cooked, and holds its shape in potato salads and fries.
#231-08039 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-08040 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

RoSE fINN aPPlE TA  
One of the best tasting fingerling potatoes, Rose Finn 
Apple produces medium-sized, well clustered tubers 
with rosy-buff skin and deep yellow flesh blushed with 
red. Excellent for potato salad or roasted over the coals. 
It has vigorous vines that should not be overcrowded.
#231-08045 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-08046 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99

fRENCH fINGERlING TA  
French Fingerling is a gourmet quality heirloom 
potato with smooth red skin and yellow flesh with 
internal pink patterning. It produces medium to large 
tubers that keep well and are great boiled or sautéed.
#231-08042 (10 mini-tubers) $15.99
#231-08043 (20 mini-tubers) $23.99
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GoldEN dElICIoUS USda zoNES 4-10
This heirloom  apple has a mild, very sweet 
distinctive flavor. The smooth, green-gold fruit 
ripens late in the fall and is superb for fresh eating, 
cider, baking, applesauce and apple butter. This self-
fertile variety can be planted solo and also makes a 
great pollinator.
#231-08024 $49.99

GRaNNY SmITH USda zoNES 6-10
HEIRLOOM   Crisp, with moderately sweet and tart flavor, 
this familiar grass green apple has superb fresh eating 
quality and never gets mushy when baked. Its tart flavor 
lends itself to good cider too! This Australian heirloom 
needs a long season to fully mature very late in the season 
and holds well in the heat. Plant near another mid-season 
bloomer for good pollination.
#231-08103 $49.99

JoNaTHaN USda zoNES 4-9
HEIRLOOM   One of the best dessert and pie apples, 
Jonathan produces juicy, medium size, red to 
striped-red fruits with sprightly, subacid flavor. The 
early-blooming self-fertile trees are naturally small, 
and bear fruit early, annually and prolifically. The 
fruit ripens late in the season, freezes well, and stores 
well through the winter. Ours is the original, not the 
redder hybrid.
#231-08106 $49.99

Fru i t  T r e e s
Our robust two-year old trees are approximately 4 feet tall and are shipped bare root. They should bear fruit in 2-4 years and grow 14-16 feet tall. 
For best pollination, grow three different varieties in close proximity to each other. The ideal planting time is early spring. All varieties are semi-
dwarf and certified organic. Quantities are limited. Shipments begin Mid-January and run through early April. Planting instructions are included 
and describe how to store your tree until planting time. Shipping may be delayed by extreme cold. Trees shipped FedEx Ground. Physical address 
required. Contiguous U.S. only. 

aNToNovKa USda zoNES 4-9
HEIRLOOM  This Russian heirloom is popular in Eastern 
Europe for fresh eating and baking. Allow the late-
ripening fruit to change from green to full yellow 
to enjoy the intense sweet-tart flavor. This disease 
resistant variety grows true from seed, so expand your 
orchard by planting seeds from this fruit. Plant near 
another mid-season bloomer for good pollination.
#231-08101 $49.99

aRKaNSaS blaCK USda zoNES 5-10 
Strikingly beautiful, dark purplish-red fruits turn 
nearly black at maturity. Very crisp flesh with sharp 
flavor that improves with age. Resistant to cedar-
apple rust and some resistance to scab and fireblight. 
Will tolerate low desert heat. Consider Grimes 
Golden and/or Newtown Pippin for pollination.
#231-07923 $49.99

aSHmEad’S KERNEl USda zoNES 5-9
HEIRLOOM An old English russet apple with a crisp 
nutty snap. The fruit explodes with champagne-
sherbert juice infused with a scent of orange blossom. 
Some resistance to scab and cedar apple rust.
#231-06843 $49.99

CalvIllE blaNC USda zoNES 5-9
The gourmet culinary apple of France, excellent for 
tarts. Uniquely shaped medium to large size fruit, 
yellow skin with light red flush. Flesh is tender, sweet, 
spicy, flavorful, with a banana-like aroma and has 
more vitamin C than an orange.
#231-07247 $49.99

CoX’S oRaNGE PIPPIN USda zoNES 4-10
This variety is highly esteemed in England as a 
dessert apple. It has crisp, aromatic, yellow flesh with 
spicy overtones. The best variety for espalier.
#231-06848 $49.99

fUJI  USda zoNES 6-10 
A tall rectangular medium sized apple with yellowish 
green skin and orange red flush with darker stripes. 
The flesh is white, firm and crunchy, with excellent 
fruity flavor. This variety needs warm fall weather for 
best flavor and offers some cedar apple rust resistance.
#231-07248 $49.99

Fuji

Cox’s Orange Pippin

Calville Blanc

Golden Delicious

Des s e r t  a n d  C o o k i n g 
App l e  T r e e s

Ashmead’s Kernel

Arkansas Black

Antonovka

Apples selected for fresh eating are known as 
‘Dessert’ apples and have a nice appearance, 
crisp texture and unique sweet, tart and 
juicy flavors. Cooking apples are often suited 
for specific uses. Apples that hold their 
shape when cooked are preferred for tarts 
and pies, while those that break down are 
excellent for applesauce. Thin the fruits in 
the spring to encourage large fruit size.

Granny Smith

Jonathan
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Harrison

HaRRISoN USda zoNES 5-9
HEIRLOOM  One of the finest apples for cider making, the 
firm yellow flesh has a pleasantly dry, sprightly flavor 
that makes an extremely dark, rich cider. The scab 
resistant fruit ripens late in the season and is also good 
for fresh eating, juice and winter storage.
#231-08104 $49.99

KING davId    USda zoNES 5-10
HEIRLOOM  A versatile variety that is wonderful for fresh 
eating, pies, applesauce and cider. Allow the deep red 
apples to hang on the tree until they fully ripen late in 
the season to enjoy the juicy, almost spicy, crisp fruits.
#231-08107 $49.99

RoXbURY RUSSET USda zoNES 5-9 
HEIRLOOM This excellent old American cider apple is 
also good for eating fresh. Remarkable for its amount of 
sugar, this apple has firm, slightly coarse, yellow-white 
flesh. This variety is resistant to scab and cedar apple rust.
#231-06854 $49.99

Ci d e r  App l e  T r e e s
Cider apples have higher sugar levels to encourage fermentation, as well as varying 
levels of acid, tannins, bitter and dry elements that add sharp or spicy tones to balance 
the sweet juice for increased depth and complexity. The secret is to combine apples 
with different qualities to achieve a unique flavor profile.

SPITzENbURG USda zoNES 5-10
HEIRLOOM This was Thomas Jefferson’s favorite apple. 
The fruit is great off the tree, but flavor radically 
improves in storage. The flesh is tinged yellow, firm, 
aromatic with complex flavor.
#231-06856 $49.99

vICToRIa lImbERTwIG USda zoNES 5-10
The juicy, rich and sweet flavor of this fantastic 
dessert apple provides many weeks of fresh eating 
beginning in September. It has purple skin with white 
dots and crisp yellow flesh. It is a good keeper.
#231-06857 $49.99

wHITE PEaRmaIN USda zoNES 5-10
HEIRLOOM The White Pearmain is the oldest known 
English apple. The mildly sweet and pleasantly 
aromatic flesh is firm, fine-grained and crisp. It is a 
self-fertile variety that also serves as a great pollinator 
for other apple trees.
#231-06858 $49.99

White Pearmain

Victoria Limbertwig

Spitzenburg

Rhub a r b
Rhubarb can live for 10–15 years or more 
when treated well. The crowns (roots) you 
receive are ready to plant immediately. 
Refrigerate if planting must be delayed. 
Set crowns with bud side up, positioning 
the bud 1-2 inches below the soil level, 
allowing 3 feet between crowns. Do not 
harvest the first year of planting. Ships 
April-May to Contiguous U.S. only.

vICToRIa HP  /
Rhubarb requires minimal care once established 
and Victoria is very hardy and vigorous. A heavy 
producer of top-quality, long stalks with smooth ribs 
excellent for pies and jams. Juicy and sweet, the thick 
stalks have a pale green to rosy red sheen.
Plants can be 3-5 ft. wide • 5-6 ft. stalks
#231-06866 (3 crowns) $21.99 

Victoria

TREmlETT’S bITTER USda zoNES 5-9 
HEIRLOOM   This bittersweet hard cider apple high in 
tannins is grown specifically for blending with other 
sweet and sharp cider apples to create a delicious 
spicy hard cider.
#231-08109 $49.99

wICKSoN USda zoNES 5-9 
Perfect cicer apple: spicy, with extraordinary 
sweetness and a pronounced acid tang. Size is that 
of a large crab apple. Reputed to make wonderful 
champagne cider and excellent fresh off the tree.
#231-07927 $49.99

King David

Roxbury Russet

Tremlett’s Bitter

Wickson
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Maple pot Maker
It’s easy and fun to create an endless supply of 
2-1/2” starter pots from old newspaper. A great eco-
conscious alternative to plastic or peat, the paper pots 
can be put right in the garden at transplanting time. 
#220-06809 $24.99

paper peat pots
All natural paper fiber pots are made from recycled 
material and work great when moving seed plugs to 
a larger starting pot. Choose from one of three great 
styles.
A. 220-07696 (3.5” x 9.5” tray, 5 trays of 10 pots) $4.99 
B. 220-07851 (3” pots, 15 total pots) $4.99
C. 220-07850 (11” x 22” tray w/dome, 36 pots) $12.99

rapid rootrainers
An advanced seed starting system, Rapid rootrainers 
allow plants to form straight, full root systems 
without becoming pot bound. Open the cells at 
transplanting time for easy removal of seedlings. 32 
reusable, 3” deep cells, holding tray and clear lid. 
#220-08017 $15.99

GerMination station With heat Mat, 72 
Cell tray and doMe w
This hot house with UL-listed waterproof heated mat 
is ideal to cradle your fragile clippings and seedlings 
in protective warmth. The hot house heat mat never 
gets too hot that it’ll scorch your plants and even 
comes with instructions printed right on the mat. 
#230-06805 (2.5” dome, tray & mat) $45.99
#230-06806 (7” dome, tray & mat - shown) $49.99

Wonder soil 
Each compressed 10 - 12 lb. Wonder Soil Expand and 
Plant Cube measures just 11” x 11” x 5” and expands 
with water to 2 1/2 cu ft. Made of compressed natural 
coir fiber, worm castings, mycorrhizae, kelp and 
humus. The block below expands to fill a wheelbarrow.
#220-08056 (10 lbs., expands to 2.5 cu.ft.) $19.99 

seeds of ChanGe® preMiuM GroWinG Mix
Our custom blend of premium ingredients makes this 
organic potting soil an excellent mix for seed starting 
and transplanting. It is rich in earthworm castings, 
as well as a blend of beneficial micro organisms and 
mycorrihizal fungi to promote expansive root growth 
and efficient nutrient uptake. (Cannot ship to D.C.).
#220-07058 (8 quart bag) $7.99 

sMall Wood
labels
Our 6 inch wood garden 
markers are ideal for keeping 
track of all your new plantings. 
Small enough for seed starting 
trays, sturdy enough to last the 
season, stylish enough to make 
you happy.
#220-07024 
(24 labels per pack) $4.99

larGe Wood labels
These large sturdy plant labels are ideal for marking 
rows when sturdiness and visibility are a priority. 12 
inches long with Seeds of Change® logo. A Seeds of 
Change® Best Seller!
#220-07941 (10 labels per pack) $4.99
#220-07941-a (30 labels per pack) $12.99

Metal plant 
labels (set of 6)
This set of 6 metal plant 
markers will enhance the 
beauty of your garden. 
Includes one permanent 
marker. 
#220-07720 
(4”w x 7.6”h) $9.99

Garden MarkinG pen
Fast drying and permanent ink are ideal when 
working in the garden. Our markers are fade and 
water resistant. Use them on plant labels, containers, 
plastic, wood, ceramic and metal.
#220-07020 $3.99
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Hea t ,  L i g h t , 
Wa t e r

seedlinG heat Mats w
Safe and easy to use! Maintaining adequate soil 
temperature is vital for successful germination of 
seeds. Our mats will warm the rooting area for 10-
20º F over ambient temperature. Easy to follow 
instructions are printed on the mat. Thermostat sold 
separately.
#230-07843 (Windowsill Mat 3” x 20”~7.3w) $25.99
#230-06802 (Small Mat 9” x 19.5”~17w) $35.99
#230-06803 (Medium Mat 20” x 20”~45w) $55.99
#230-06804 (Large Mat 20” x 48”~107w) $89.99
#230-07842 (Jumbo Mat 21” x 60”~180w) $139.99
#230-06807 (Thermostat - below right) $45.99

JuMp start GroW liGht systeM
Start with seeds and watch them grow! The internal 
reflective finish directs more light to plants for 
maximum growth! Comes complete with T5 high 
output grow light fixture, bulb, and 6’ grounded cord 
with on/off switch, plus a simple toggle clamp for 
easy lamp height adjustment and quick connectors 
for super easy assembly – no tools required. 2’ or 4’ 
versions.
2 Ft. Grow Light System (24”h x 18.5”w x 26”l)
#230-07050 $89.99 w

4 Ft. Grow Light System (31”h x 18.5”w x 50“l) 
#230-07839 $109.99 w

150W dayspot GroW liGht With fixture
Our convenient EnviroGro Grow Light Kit is ready to 
grow, complete with an easy-to-use clamp-on fixture 
and bulb. Grow an herb garden right in your kitchen and 
overwinter vegetable plants anywhere in your home.
#230-07845 $29.99 w

draMM foGG-it nozzle &
shut off ValVe
The Dramm Fogg-It Nozzle is a professional quality 
brass nozzle. The three mist jets create a gentle “fog” 
that is ideal for seedlings and fragile plants. Pair with 
the shut off valve for a perfect watering solution for 
delicate plants and seedlings.
#220-07023 Fogg It Nozzle $19.99
#220-07687 Shut Off Valve $29.99

ultiMate hose nozzle
This is the best hose nozzle on the market, period! It is 
incredibly easy to operate and is constructed with high 
quality, rugged materials. This fireman style nozzle 
features a wide comfortable grip and provides a strong, 
steady stream every time. Enjoy an array of streams 
from strong and steady to gentle and cascading. Get 
one (or two) today. You won’t regret it.
#220-07082 $24.99

soil test kit
This simple to use kit includes 10 tests each for pH, 
Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Potash. Soil testing is 
an easy, fun and fast way to achieve better growing 
results from your gardening efforts.
#220-06840 $25.99

soil ph Meter
A quick indicator of soil pH. Includes pH references 
for over 400 plants. Easy to use with helpful 
recommendations for organically raising or lowering 
soil pH.
#220-06839 $24.99

soil therMoMeter
Accurate temperature is essential for 
knowing when to sow and transplant 
seedlings. The soil thermometer is 
easy to use and always accurate.
#220-06838  
$12.99

hula hoe
The best all 
purpose weeding tool 
in our lineup. The blade 
remains under the surface 
of the soil as you push 
away and pull back, 
cutting weeds efficiently 
in both directions without 
actually lifting the tool. 
Swiss made 7” spring steel 
blade.
#230-06795 (60” long) 
$74.99  w

Too l s
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deWit forGed troWel
This high quality, DeWit Dutch hand trowel is made 
of tempered steel that holds a sharp edge and doesn’t 
bend. The wood handle fits comfortably in the hand. 
#220-08010 (12” long by 3” wide) $29.99

deWit 3-tine CultiVator
The 3-tine cultivator is perfect for loosening the soil 
surface to blend in compost and fertilizer or scratch 
away young weed seedlings.
#220-08011 (11.5” long by 3” wide) $29.99

deWit roCk n root troWel
This heavy-duty, narrow transplanting trowel from 
DeWit is perfect for planting bulbs and seedlings.
#220-08012 (16” long with handle) $24.99

dibber
Our steel dibber is the perfect tool  for seed and bulb 
planting. Simple to use and saves your fingers and 
hands from wear and tear. A great tool for making 
straight lines when direct seeding.
#220-07836 (12” long) $16.99

sheep shear
Double bow, very sharp sheep shears good for 
trimming grass in hard to reach places. With no 
mechanical parts to break, this tool will last a lifetime.
#220-07828 (12.5” long) $26.99

sMall ars foldinG saW
This 4” folding saw features fast, easy pull action, 
remarkably clean cuts, rust resistant and a wipe clean 
blade. Small tooth pattern for fine cuts.
#220-07827 $29.99

felCo pruner #2
The original is still the best. The Felco #2 is the most 
recommended bypass pruner in the world! The 
strong, solid-forged aluminum-alloy handles have 
easy-to-grip covers and are nearly unbreakable. The 
Swiss precision-made, hardened, replaceable cutting 
blade is as sharp as a scalpel. The anvil blade with a 
sap groove never needs sharpening and should last a 
lifetime if properly cared for.
#220-07063 $59.99

felCo harVestinG shears #310
The Felco #310 is the ultimate tool for the avid 
vegetable gardener. This general fruit and vegetable 
harvesting shear is strong, lightweight and has a 
hallmark Felco strong and sharp blade.
#220-07064 $29.99

felCo f300 pruninG shears
felCo sharpeninG tool
felCo poCket holster
Harvesting flowers and herbs is a joy when you’re 
cutting with the Felco F300 pruning shears. The 
strong and durable metal clip make the Felco Pocket 
Holster the perfect companion to any of your Felco 
pruners. The Felco sharpener is perfect for keeping 
your tools in tip-top shape.
#220-07740 F300 Pruner $29.99
#220-07066 Sharpener (3.9”long) $29.99
#220-07065 Holster (6.5” x 3”) $13.99

neJiri GaMa hoe
This Japanese hoe is the essential weeder of gardeners. 
It is strong, but lightweight, and remarkably easy to 
use. The sharp blade and long handle make it easy to 
access even the hardest to reach spots.
#220-06796 (18” long) $22.99

hori hori Garden knife
This Japanese-crafted Hori knife is an infinitely 
useful tool designed for a lifetime of cutting, digging, 
sawing, trimming and transplanting. It is equipped 
with sharp, smooth and serrated blades, measuring 
marks and a precise point which will come in handy 
every time you’re in the garden.
#220-06797 (7” blade) $39.99

nobori GaMMa siCkle
This workhorse of a tool is great for slicing through 
the toughest garden debris. Also effective for clearing 
brush, brambles and wood perennials. The tapered 
handle is designed to ensure a secure grip and the 
forged blade holds a sharp edge. 20.5” overall length, 
6.5” x 2” blade.
#220-06798 (20.5” long) $69.99

 

steel Garden hoe
This Asian Style hoe makes quick work of the most 
persistent weeds. The 6” steel blade allows you to 
reach into the tightest places. The sturdy 15” ash 
handle means years of dependable service.
#220-07263 (15”l x 6”w) $19.99

WidGer troWel
A unique cross between a widger, trowel and dibber. 
Great tool for planting small bulbs, seeds, re-potting, 
plus many more uses. Powder coated steel with 
wooden handle with inset rubber grip.
#220-07835 (13” overall length) $12.99
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West County Mud GloVe
These comfortable, yet durable, garden gloves are 
made with 100% nylon lining with Nitrile coating on 
the palm. The liner allows the hands to breath, while 
the Nitrile coating provides great gripping ability.
#220-07854 S (Orange/Gray) $4.99
#220-07855 M (Orange/Gray) $4.99
#220-07856 L (Orange/Gray) $4.99
#220-07841 XL (Orange/Gray) $4.99

West County Work GloVe 
West County doesn’t just make gloves, they turn old 
plastic bottles into some of the finest gardening gloves 
available today. You will love the durability, look and 
feel of your gloves all while helping to sustain our 
planet. Women’s gloves available in “Stem” green; 
Men’s in “Charcoal” gray.

Women’s Gloves
#220-07074 S (Stem Green) $24.99
#220-07075 M (Stem Green) $24.99
#220-07076 L (Stem Green) $24.99

Men’s Gloves
#220-07077 M (Charcoal) $24.99
#220-07078 L (Charcoal) $24.99
#220-07079 XL (Charcoal) $24.99
#220-07080 XXL (Charcoal) $24.99

Green tie tape
Our green tie tape has countless uses in the garden. 
Each roll is 1/2” wide x 150’ long.
#220-07698 (one roll) $3.99

tWine in 
dispenser Can
Our all purpose natural 
garden twine is made 
of 3 ply jute twine. 
Each can contains 325 
feet of twine and comes 
in a rugged tin can with 
a built in cutting 
blade.
#220-07021 
$7.99

WheelzbarroW
This amazing invention is revolutionizing the way 
Americans work on outdoor projects. No more heavy 
lifting! No more balancing acts! No more plywood 
ramps! The rear two wheels do the tiresome lifting 
and balancing, so that you do not have to.
#230-07711 $199.99  w

soft plant ties
Made from a unique, U.V. stabilized rubber compound 
around a rust-proof galvanized steel core, these multi-
purpose garden ties are ideal for delicate plant stems 
like tomatoes, or assembling garden structures. Easy 
to bend, shape and cut.
#220-08064 (slim soft tie - tan, 26.5’) $5.99
#220-07848 (soft tie -green, 15’) $5.99

Vine & VeGGie  
trellis
This light weight, easy to use 
trellis is ideal for supporting 
your vegetables and makes 
harvesting easier. Expands to 
cover 5 ft. by 10 ft.
#220-07022 $6.99

holloW leG harVest baG
Put The Gardener’s Hollow Leg on at the start of your 
day’s work in the garden and you’ll never want to be 
without it! Convenient – it’s right where you need it 
all the time. Efficient – no more extra steps in the yard 
cleanup process. Handy – provides an adjustable belt 
that will accommodate your clipper holster and there’s 
even a pocket for your cell phone or iPod. Comfortable – 
the adjustable belt expands from 30 to 52 inches. Forest 
Green or Lime Green color-depending on availability.
#220-07869 $29.99

hand held sprayer
Our simple hand held sprayer 
is just what you need to control 
pests and disease in your organic 
garden. Combine this sprayer 
with our complete line of 
pest controls and fungicides 
to ensure a happy and healthy garden. 
Our heavy duty nozzle helps ensure a 
consistent spray.
#220-07865
(26 oz. bottle) $3.99

baCk relieVer sprayer
This convenient home garden 
sprayer is perfect for mixing your 
organic liquid fertilizers and pest 
controls. Features a 25” telescopic 
wand for extended reach, easy-
to-use pressure pump, thumb 
operated control valve and in-line 
filter.
#220-08019 (2 gal.) $49.99
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all purpose
A gentle, non-burning fertilizer perfect for vegetables, 
herbs, flowers and container plants. Use this one to 
spread liberally on the garden beds in the spring to 
prepare the soil for planting (covers ~100 sq. ft.), or 
to fertilize container plants (1-2 tbsp/sq.ft. of soil).
#220-07026 (6 lb. box) $12.99

bio-fish blend
A nutrient-rich fertilizer especially for heavy feeders 
like corn, tomatoes, cabbage, broccoli and cauliflower.  
The extra supply of nitrogen and phosphorus in 
this mix helps stimulate vigorous growth, beautiful 
blooms, and plentiful fruit. Sprinkle some in each 
transplanting hole, and use as a side-dressing through 
the first half of the growing cycle.
#220-07027 (5 lb. box) $12.99

bio-liVe
A well-balanced organic fertilizer mix infused 
with a generous amount of beneficial bacteria and 
mycorrhizal fungi to enliven the living soil community 
in your garden and, in turn, stimulate plant root 
growth, vigor and optimum plant development. We 
especially recommend this mix for improving poor, 
depleted soils.
#220-07028 (5 lb. box) $12.99

fish bone Meal
Fish Bone meal is a marine based source of 
phosphorus and calcium ideal for stimulating big, 
bright blooms on your ornamentals and enhanced 
fruit production on your annuals, shrubs and fruit 
trees. Phosphorus is essential for fruiting, flowering, 
strong root growth and quality seed development.
#220-07029 (6 lb. box) $12.99

starter Mix
Starter Mix 3-3-3 is the perfect way to get your 
delicate young starts and new seedlings in the ground 
and ready to thrive. In addition to essential primary 
and secondary plant nutrients, we’ve added a diverse 
mix of beneficial soil microorganisms to ensure 
successful planting, expansive root development and 
vigorous early growth.
#220-08147 (5 lb. box) $12.99

Wonder WorM
Odorless, non-toxic earthworm castings are one of 
nature’s purest forms of humus and are used as a gentle, 
non-burning soil conditioner to add essential nutrients 
and beneficial life to the soil. Add up to 20% Wonder 
Worm to soil mixes or new garden beds to stimulate 
root growth and increase the ability of your plants to 
resist drought, disease, fungus and harmful insects.
#220-07033 (1 kilo bag) $10.99

Fe r t i l i z e r s
fish poWder
Hydrolyzed Fish Powder is rich in fast acting nitrogen 
and is the ultimate organic fertilizer for dramatically 
stimulating plant growth. Mix 2-4 TBSP/gallon of 
water to apply around the base of established garden 
plants or container grown plants during the first half 
of their growing cycle.
#220-07683 (1 lb. bag) $12.99

soluble seaWeed poWder
Maxicrop Soluble Seaweed Powder contains a large 
complex of chelated minor elements to help lessen or 
correct minor nutrient deficiencies in plants. It also 
contains important biological growth stimulants that 
support strong seed germination, root development 
and general growth.
#220-07684 (10.7 oz. bag) $25.99

soluble root GroWth MyCo
Beneficial mycorrhizal fungi colonize plant roots to 
help them take up soil nutrients and water, effectively 
increasing plant growth and yields, as well as 
reducing transplant shock and drought stress. Highly 
recommended for use when planting our apple trees 
and other perennials.
#220-07032 (4 oz. bag) $13.99
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safer orGaniC inseCt soap
This clear organic, liquid soap is composed of fatty 
acids and potassium salts and is labeled to control 
aphids, white-flies, and spider mites on fruits, 
vegetables and ornamentals. Safe for bees, birds, 
animals and people. Each 16 oz. of concentrate 
makes 6 gallons of spray.
#220-07034 (16 oz.) $17.99

Monterey Garden inseCt spray
For control of foliage feeding worms (caterpillars), 
thrips, fire ants and other listed pests. Contains 
spinosad, produced by fermentation. Can be used 
on vegetables, fruit crops & ornamentals. Controls 
caterpillars as well as leafminers, thrips, beetles and 
more!
#220-07692 (1 pint) $25.99

safer bioneeM
BioNEEM is a botanical concentrate that kills and 
repels over 30 common pests. Effective against 
aphids, caterpillars, gypsy moths, hornworms, leaf 
hoppers, leaf miners, Mexican bean beetles, mealy 
bugs, thrips, whiteflies and other pests. Mix 1 part 
BioNEEM to 40 parts water and apply every 7-10 
days. Use at least 3 times to break pests’ reproductive 
cycles.
#220-07689 (16 oz.) $24.99

safer Garden dust
This pest control product is very effective in killing 
caterpillars and worms, including corn earworm, 
bollworm, armyworm, diamondback moth, green 
cloverworm, hornworms, loopers, melonworm, 
pickleworm, tomato fruitworm, tobacco budworm, 
salt marsh caterpillar, mimosa webworm, and 
imported cabbageworm! The Safer® Brand Garden 
Dust utilizes bacillus thuringiensis (var. kurstaki) 
which, once ingested by the wayward pest, kills them 
within a few days.
#220-07036 (8 oz.) $12.99

bi-Carb old fashioned funGiCide
Listed by the Organic Materials Review Institute 
(OMRI) for use in organic production, Bi-Carb’s 
active ingredient is a microencapsulated form of 
good old baking soda. It works by disrupting the 
potassium ion balance in the fungus that causes 
powdery mildew, causing the cell walls to collapse. 
Use it for a natural control of powdery mildew on 
roses, vegetables, herbs, grapes, fruit trees, and 
ornamentals. 
#220-07691 (4 oz. bottle) $12.99

safer Garden funGiCide
Contains 12% elemental sulfur which controls fungal 
diseases on fruits, vegetables and flowers. Effective 
against powdery mildew, rust, scab, brown rot, rose 
black spot and much more. Works great on roses and 
tomatoes! Each 16 oz. of concentrate makes 4 gallons 
of spray. OMRI listed for use in organic production.
#220-07035 (16 oz.) $17.99

sluGGo® shaker Can
Sluggo® contains iron phosphate to rid your garden of 
slugs and snails. It is safe to use around pets and wildlife. 
This product is labeled for use in vegetable gardens. 
An OMRI listed organic product, it breaks down into 
fertilizer! Snail and slug control at its best. 1 lb. covers 
approximately 1,000sq ft.
#220-07037 (1 lb.) $15.99
#220-07852 (2.5 lb.) $24.99

stiCky thrip 
leafMiner 
trap
Special hue of blue 
catches thrips and 
leafminers. Non-
poisonous and 
weatherproof.
#220-07038 
(5 traps) $8.99

stiCky aphid 
Whitefly trap
Special hue of 
yellow catches 
aphids, whiteflies, 
leafhoppers and 
moths. Non-
poisonous and 
weatherproof.
#220-07039 
(5 traps) $8.99

bird sCare
flash tape
Shiny, silver-red tape protects 
fruit, trees, vines and vegetables 
from even the most persistent 
birds. Simply tie to fences, tree 
limbs or stakes to create a safe 
and effective deterrent.
#220-07699 (290 ft.) $7.99

oWl sCareCroW
Life-like, Natural Enemy 
Scarecrow helps repel birds 
and pests. 16” tall and hand-
painted for maximum realism.
#220-07849 $29.99

Pes t  C o n t r o l s
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bird-x nettinG 
Protect your fruit trees and vegetables from thieving 
birds and other garden pests. The netting is made 
of durable 0.75” polypropylene mesh with UV 
inhibitors to maintain strength. The netting measures 
7’ x 20’.
#220-07685 $12.99

deer-x fenCinG
Temporary fencing protects shrubs, trees and 
vegetable gardens from destructive deer. Strong 
and durable 0.75” mesh provides an easy and 
affordable alternative to metal chicken wire. This 7’ 
x 100’ product will be perfect for your hydroponic or 
horticulture gardening needs.
#220-07686 $29.99

MiCroMesh pest & Wind barrier
This durable, finely woven fabric protects crops 
from insects, small animals, pests and wind. Allows 
sunlight, watering and easy access. Pack of 2 includes 
bamboo supports and covers up to 26 row feet.
#220-08013 (157”l x 27.6”h) $28.99

Guard’n eyes
Bird-scaring balloon 
has “eyes” that scare 
away pests and protect 
gardens. Easy to set up, 
the constant motion 
helps keep unwanted 
critters at bay.
#220-07853 $12.99 

Giant net easy 
tunnel
Provides shading from 
strong sunlight and 
protection from insects, 
birds and other pests. It 
reduces the risk of drought 
by conserving moisture. 
Control the ventilation 
in the tunnel by closing 
the ends with the built-in 
draw string. Perfect for 
protecting summer crops.
#220-07872 (10’l x 24”w x 18”h) $29.99

Giant MiCroMesh easy tunnel
The ultimate insect 
barrier for your fruit and 
vegetables. This tunnel 
will protect your growing 
crops from all types of 
pests, without the use of 
chemicals. The micromesh 
cover is ultra-fine to keep 
out Cabbage Root Flies, 
Carrot Flies, Aphids, and 
other pests while still 
allowing air and moisture 
to circulate.
#220-07873 (10’l x 24”w x 18”h) $27.99

toMato CaGe
The 4’ Tomato Tower with 
support rings is a versatile 
garden accessory and 
works well as a stand-alone 
tomato cage that can be used 
in your garden. It allows the 
flexibility of adding only 
the number of rings you 
need as your plants grow.
#220-07847 $9.99

Toma t o 
Ac c e s s o r i e s

59 inCh toWer trellis
Each tower has four high grade 
rot-resistant wood posts that 
are easy to set up and will last 
for years when stored during 
the winter. These delightful 
trellises have extra pre-drilled 
holes for your string. A great 
way to add height to your garden.

w
#230-07881 (set of 2 towers; 
59”tall) $29.99
#230-07882 (set of 4 towers; 
59”tall) $49.99

48 & 59 inCh VeGetable trellis
Great for climbing plants, tomatoes and cucumbers, 
these rot resistant wood trellises are both functional
and great looking. Proudly Made in the USA.
w

#230-07880 (set of 2 trellises; 48” X 13½”) $49.99
#230-07879 (set of 2 trellises; 59” X 13½”) $59.99

48” or 59” Vegetable Trellis (2 trellises per order)

visit www.seedsofchange.com for more optoions
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Mini farM box raised beds w
Planters from Mini Farm Box are the perfect way to 
get your organic garden started. Made from 100% 
natural cedar wood, these easy to assemble raised 
beds make starting a garden a snap for any sized yard.
Visit seedsofchange.com for more MFB products.

standard 4’ x 4’ x 11” raised bed
#230-08001 $199.99

tall 4’ x 4’ x 17” raised bed
#230-08003 $299.99

lonG 4’ x 8’ x 11” raised bed
#230-08002 $299.99

lonG and tall 4’ x 8’ x 17” raised bed
#230-08004 $399.99

Mfb roCk solid table Garden
The MiniFarmBox Table Garden assembles in less 
than 10 minutes with no tools. It is made with 2” x 
6” lumber for maximum durability. The solid stable 
design is the perfect height for growers with bad 
backs or special needs.
#230-06788 (2’w x 4’l x 3’h) $259.99

root pouChes
Root Pouches are light weight, yet durable pots that 
are easy to store when not in use and extremely 
tough when filled with soil and planted. Expand your 
garden with these mobile pots made of thick and 
breathable fabric.
#220-08143 (3 gallon) $4.99
#220-08144 (5 gallon) $5.99
#220-08145 (7 gallon) $6.99

Multipurpose
GroWbaG planter
Set up your garden in minutes with this 
heavy-duty, polyethylene fabric raised 
bed kit. Makes a rectangular raised bed 
with brass reinforced drainage holes. 
Just fill with soil and plant!
#220-08015 (39.4”l x 16.5”w x 9.8”h.) 
$12.99

Con t a i n e r s
VeGetable patio planters
These fabric pots are perfect for small urban gardens, 
patios and balconies. Made of durable polyethylene 
with brass reinforced drainage holes. Each 3-pack 
includes a deep (40 liter), medium (35 liter) and 
shallow (38 liter) size fabric pot.
#220-08014 $14.99

herb planter
This Vigoroot planter is 
made from an advanced 
air-pruning fabric that 
creates a super-strong root 
system for healthier plants. 
Convenient handles on 
each side allow for easy 
mobility. Great for herbs, 
flowers and strawberries, 
as well as hydroponics. One 
planter per order.
#220-08059
(17.7” dia. x 9.8” h) $8.99

stand up Garden w
Makes it easy to harvest your favorite vegetables and 
flowers while keeping pests at bay! Comes with a clear 
greenhouse cover with frontal access and side vents 
for airflow. A protective shade cover with zipper vents 
protects plants from summer heat and pests. Includes six 
21” x 7” x 9” deep planter pockets, stand, clear cover and 
shade cover.
#230-07860 (52”h x 46.5”w x 24”d) $199.99
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harVesthouse pro w
Our new X-UP technology provides extraordinarily 
easy set-up and take-down of our sturdy 
Harvesthouse. Achieve maximum light and heat 
transmission with the clear cover.
#230-07859 (6.5’h x 4.5’w x 4.5’d) $219.99

harVesthouse plus w
The HarvestHouse Plus is a great size for small yards, 
patios and decks. Extremely easy to set up, you’ll love 
the longer growing season that you’ll get from this 
small greenhouse. 
#230-07858 (6.5’h x 4.5’w x 2.5’d) $139.99

toWer x-up Mini Green house
The Tower X-Up Mini Greenhouse is a perfect size 
for housing your seed starting trays. Set it up in 
minutes virtually anywhere for a wonderful seed 
starting greenhouse. (63”h x 27”w x 18.5”d)
#230-07857 $79.99 w

three shelf Greenhouse
Start your plants outside and 
protect from mild frost 
in the early spring with 
this compact 3-shelf 
greenhouse. Shelves 
are made from powder 
coated metal with a 
clear plastic cover. 
Collapses for easy 
storage. Easy assembly 
requires no tools.
(50”h x 27”w x 19”d) 
#220-08018 $49.99

2 seCtion Collapsible Cold fraMe
Our 2 section starter house allows for placement over 
existing plants, beds and containers. Protects plants 
from wind, frost and snow. Screened vents protect 
against most insects, birds and pests. Easy to store, 
set up and transport. (4’h x 8’w x 3’d)
#230-06832 $145.99 w

Clear seed houses w
Extend your growing season, protect your plants and 
harvest the SeedHouse™ benefits. The SeedHouse™ 
provides a convenient and effective way to protect 
your tender shrubs and perennials against damaging 
winter environments. Set up, take down and store in 
seconds! 2 large zippered windows provide excellent 
access. 2-screened vents allow optimum ventilation 
and pest protection.
#230-07861 small (2’h x 2.5’w x 2.5’d) $29.99
#230-07862 medium (3’h x 4’w x 4’d) $44.99
#230-07863 large - shown (3’h x 8’w x 4’d) $64.99

Giant easy fleeCe tunnel
Perfect for 
protecting your 
spring and fall 
crops from light 
frosts, the Giant 
Easy Fleece 
Tunnel provides 
up to 4 degrees 
of additional 
warmth and 
insulation while 
allowing water 
and sunlight to 
filter through to your plants. Galvanized steel hoops 
incorporated into the fabric make for quick and easy 
set-up. Collapses for convenient storage.
#220-07871 (10’l x 24”w x 18”h) $25.99

kitChen Garden CloChe
This sturdy, long-lasting, light-weight garden cloche 
keeps your crops warm in the spring. Adjustable 
air vents moderate the temperature. Made from 
galvanized, black-coated steel and U.V. resistant 
APET plastic, with galvanized steel ground pegs.
#220-08016 (39.4”w x 17.7”d x 13.8”h) $69.99

Cedar Cold fraMe  w
Protect new seedlings, extend your harvest or grow 
year round with our FSC Certified (sustainably 
harvested & untreated) red cedar cold frame. It is a 
useful, yet beautiful addition to your raised bed or in-
ground garden.
#230-07675 (3’w x 3’d x 10” high in rear) $249.99

deluxe Cold fraMe and Vent opener
This is a great way to get your salad garden going early 
in the spring and through late fall. Lightweight and 
attractive, it will complement any backyard, patio, 
deck or sunny balcony. The Automatic Vent Operator 
(sold separately & usable on any cold frame) opens 
and closes to eliminate worries about overheating and 
nighttime frosts.
#230-06834 Coldframe (4’w x 2’d x 2’h) $159.99
#230-06835 Automatic Vent Operator $55.99
 w
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le parfait CanninG Jars
Enhance your food storage by canning your own 
fruits and vegetables. Le Parfait jars are attractive, 
strong and easy to open and close.
#220-07700 (.5 liter) $5.99
#220-07701 (.75 liter) $6.99
#220-07702 (1 liter) $7.99

CanninG set (6 pieCe)
The 6 essential helpers for canning and dehydrating.  
Vinyl coated jar wrench, vinyl coated jar lifter, extra 
wide mouth funnel, tongs with vinyl coated handles, 
bubble popper/measurer and magnetic lid lifter.
#220-07731 $19.99

round CanninG labels
Our round canning labels measure 2” diameter and 
add a special touch to all your canning jars.
#220-07735 (24 labels) $1.99

Grip-ez peeler 
Our Grip-EZ Peeler measures 7.5” and is made 
with a durable and comfortable handle. 
#220-07728 $7.99

Co o k i n g  T o o l s

triple blade herb sCissors
Our triple blade herb scissors have three high 
precision, sharp stainless steel blades. Cut, snip and 
mince herbs and scallions while retaining flavorful 
oils. Large nonslip ergonomic comfort handles make 
cutting fast and easy.
#220-07736 (7.5” long) $12.99

herb Mill
The Herb Mill is a perfect way to mince herbs. 
Simply place your herbs into the column and turn 
the handle. Stainless steel blades will produce ready 
to use garnish & spices for your favorite dish.
#220-07738 $9.99

salad spinner
Our 9” diameter deluxe salad spinner is a great 
accompaniment to your organic garden.  Use it to 
wash and dry in one easy step with a smooth rotating 
mechanism. Includes a removable colander and multi-
functional non-slip bowl base. Measures 10” tall.
#220-07730 $25.99

VertiCal steaMer/Cooker
Our Vertical Steamer/Cooker is made with Stainless 
Steel and includes a steaming rack, sturdy pot and 
vented, tempered glass lid.  It is ideal for corn, 
broccoli, cauliflower, carrots, potatoes, asparagus and 
more. (3qt. pot is 10”h x 5.25” dia.; rack dia. is 4.5”)
#220-07729 $39.99

VeGetable brush
Scrub your organic vegetables clean with our all too 
cute vegetable brush. Measures 3”.
#220-07737 $3.99

stainless steel CoMMerCial  
potato riCer
Our stainless steel potato ricer incorporates air into 
your boiled potatoes, making them light and fluffy.
#220-07811 (11-½” long; holds 22 oz.) $39.99

stainless steel CoMMerCial frenCh 
fry Cutter
Cut perfect fries every time. With a suction base, 
safely use the 36 or 64 steel cutter for uniformly thick 
or thin french fries with one simple motion.
#220-07812 (10” long x 4” wide) $59.99

ultiMate GarliC press/sliCer
The Ultimate Garlic Press/Slicer features two 
compartments, one for pressing and crushing garlic 
and the other for slicing garlic thin with a simple 
squeeze. Includes cleaning tool and measures 7.5”.
#220-07727 $24.99

Grip-ez pepper Corer
Our Grip-EZ Pepper Corer measures 8” and is made 
with a durable and comfortable handle. Great for any 
chile lover.
#220-07813 $7.99
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